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Sleep-out raises awareness for Habitat
Maggie Howell
WINONAN

Bill Radde/WINONAN

Habitat for Humanity member Christina Walburn sleeps in a cardboard box in the
courtyard Thursday to raise awareness of homelessness.

Career
fair to
visit WSU
Sara Rae Edenhoffer
WINONAN

Like a dark shadow, the
"real world" is lurking just
around the corner. It is waiting
to grab any unsuspecting
college student. However,
with help from Winona State
University Career Services and
the upcoming Career Fair
2000, confronting the
inevitable "real world" doesn't
have to resemble a scene from
a suspense novel.
Career Fair 2000 will b'e
Oct. 24. 10 am to 3 p.m. in the
McCown Gymnasium. The
fair, which will have a total of
110 employers represented,
aims to provide something for
everyone's needs.
"Career Fair is an event
designed to bring students and
prospective employers together to share information and
network," said Vicki Decker,
director of Career Services. "It
is a multi-faceted event in that
it offers different things to different people."
For first and second year
See Fair, Page 4

Members of Winona State
University's chapter of Habitat
for Humanity held their second
annual "Shack-a-thon" in
WSU's courtyard this past
Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday to help promote
homeless awareness and add to
the chapter's membership.
The club hung a clothesline
of quotes and statistics, about
homelessness and provided
cardboard boxes for beds.
Habitat for Humanity
members also volunteered at an
information table where students and faculty could ask
questions about the shack-athon and the organization itself.
One statistic on the clothesline read, "Over 700,000 people experience homelessness
any given night, and 2,000,000
people experience homelessness in a year's time."

The Winona County and
WSU chapters are currently
working on two sites in the
Winona area. One site is two
blocks off campus on Howard
Street. Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart has sponsored this house,
which should be
completed before Christmas. It
will house a single, working
mother and her nine children.
The second house the group
is working on is in Stockton,
Minn. The family plans to
move in near Christmas. The
WSU group volunteers on
Saturday mornings from 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m.
Jeremy Karstein, WSU
Habitat for Humanity president,
said, "We give a hand-up, not a
hand-out."
Those who receive houses
must go through a long
application process, complete
with interview and nearly 500
hours of service on their house
and others' houses. After the

"We give a hand-up,
not a hand-out."
JEREMY KARStEIN
WSU Habitat for Humanity
president

family has moved in, Habitat
for Humanity sets up a
mortgage for the homeowners.
Karstein explained that
homeowners must pay
Habitat back all the money for
the supplies needed to build the
house.
The chapter's desire to
volunteer can be attributed to
its founder, Millard Fuller. "For
a community to be whole and
healthy, it must be based on
people's love and respect for
each other."
Fuller founded Habitat for
Humanity in Georgia in 1976.
See Habitat, Page 3

New club hosts vigil
Jennifer Selby
WINONAN

The Matthew Shepard Vigil,
held Thursday night in the
Winona State University courtyard, was one of the first public
events hosted by a new club,
Sexual Orientations United for
Liberation.
Nearly 100 participants and
six speakers gathered to speak
out against hate crimes and
discrimination while celebrating the life and remembering
the death of Shepard, a gay
college student in Wyoming
who was killed simply for
being gay,
David Porter, co-president
and a founding member of
SOUL, said people often
associate Shepard's name with
his death, and he becomes more
of a symbol than a person. He
gave the crowd a mental
picture of Shepard by listing his
hobbies, interests and activites.
These included theater, politics,
the environment, soccer, swimming and much more.
"We lose sight of who
Matthew Shepard was," he
said. "We need to remember
him for everything he was and
not just how he died."

SOUL celebrates life, death
of Matthew Shepard
SOUL, founded in May by
four WSU students, is the second campus group for homosexual students. The first, BiGay Lesbian
Alliance for Dignity,
helped distribute
programs at the
vigil, as did Amnesty
International and
Fighting for Our
Rights and Gender
Equity.
"We really wanted a group focused
on support and closeted people," said
founding
SOUL
member
Penny
B o g r a n d.
"B-GLAD does a lot of great
activism, but we want to focus
on getting people to feel comfortable with themselves."
SOUL also has campaigned
in St. Paul against Dr. Laura
Schlessinger's nationally syndicated talk show, on which she
calls homosexuals
perverts"
and "biological
errors."

Bogrand and nearly 400
activists gathered outside television station KARE's headquart,:— this summer to protest
the show, which has
recently expanded to
television.
Bruce Maeder,
the founding
member of the Stop
Dr. Laura campaign,
spoke at the vigil. He
said, "You don't
have a hate crime
without hate speech
... Matthew Shepard
isn't here to fight
back anymore, but I
am."
Maeder, who also works for
Rochester's Pride Alive, part of
the Minnesota AIDS project,
spoke about a hate crime prevention act that recently failed
in the U.S. Senate.
"We are equal citizens and
we are discriminated against,"
he said. He encouraged those
attending to vote, talk to their

Matt hew
She pard
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See Vigil, Page 3

Student receives award for 'heroic' save
Bill Radde
WINONAN

Scott Haraldson/WINONAN

Winona Fire Department Captain John Rybarczyk and
paramedic Heather Weinkauf present sophomore Kaytie
Anderson with an award.

Winona State University
student Kaytie Anderson
received an award Friday for
rescuing a woman out of lake
Winona Sept. 22.
The award was presented at
Station 3 of the Winona Fire
Department.
The sophomore was on a
walk around the lake near the
Franklin Street fishing pier
when she noticed a woman in
the water who appeared to be
drowning.
Anderson jumped in the
water and pulled the woman
out.
personnel
Emergency
arrived at the scene shortly after
the rescue.
The woman, who had no
injuries, was released.
According
to
Winona

Fire Department Captain John
Rybarczyk, the water
temperature is getting cooler
and possibly could cause
hypothermia.
"We
(Winona
Fire
Department members) have a
quick response time, but we can
only get to a scene of an accident so fast," said Rybarczyk.
"The fire department is always
grateful of citzens who take it
upon themselves to make a
rescue."
Anderson said, "I feel good,
that what I did was appreciated
and recognized a few days
later,"
Anderson was a lifeguard for
five years in her hometown,
Buffalo Grove, Ill.
Anderson's uncle, Chris
Stauner, attended the award
ceremony.
"We are all very proud," he
said.

Bill Radde/WINONAN

Senior Mike Swenson helped add to the record
number of blood donors on Thursday.

Blood drive taps
more donors
than expected
Valerie Kramer

said.
The public relations committee consists of five memAn overwhelming amount bers, three senators and two
of Winona State University associate senators. This
students participated in the committee spent about 20-30
annual fall blood drive hours working to promote,
sponsored by the student the blood drive.
News releases were writsenate Oct. 10 to 12.
ten,
posters were hung up
The student senate's goal
around
campus, an article
was to have 105 blood
was written
donors on
for the
each of the
"It
was
a
good
time
Winonan,
3 days.
to
hold
the
blood
tremendous
Tuesday
amounts of
drive because the
brought in
e-mails
127 stunationwide blood
were sent
dents, but
supply is currently
and finally,
only
96
low, so it helped out
the campus
units
of
a lot."
radio sta -blood were
t i on,
received.
NICK DIRCZ
KQAL,
The other
Student senate public
was noti31 donors
relations chair
fied, all for
w ere
the effort of
denied to
donate as a result of low encouraging students to
iron, or other misqualifica- attend the blood drive.
"Obviously, the effort
tions. Wednesday, there
was
all worth it in, the end,"
were 143 presenting donors
Dircz
said. "I felt our [the
and 103 actual and Thursday
committee]
public relations
brought in another 163 preefforts
paid
off."
senting and 131 actual
The American Red Cross
donors. In total, there were
handled
the administering of
330 units of blood given durthe
drive.
Several nurses
ing the week, exceeding last
aided
the
blood
drive held in
years fall blood drive by 10
Kryzsko Common's East
percent.
"Everyone thought it Cafeteria. About 35 student
went
extremely
well," volunteers helped with other
Student
Senate
Public tasks necessary for the arive
Relations Chair, Nick Dircz
See
WINONAN

Blood, Page 3
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Senate book loan may ease financial woes
• Today looks to be partly
cloudy with hints of sun
throughout the day.
kcik: -Cw: Highs in the upper 60s
6-9 46 and lows in the mid 40.

JOHNSON

Student
senate
cident
very college student
needs books for classes.
Almost all the students
on campus realize this. Sure,
there are a few that limp along
with no books at all, but even if
they had them I don't think they
would be used very much.
I tried the no book strategy
for the second semester of my
sophomore year. I would find
someone I knew in each of my
classes and always borrow the
book from them before they
needed it. It usually worked but

E

The end of this week looks to by dry and cloudy .
Highs in the upper 60s, lows near 40.

it turned out to be a pain: someone wouldn't be home and the
test would be the next day or
they wanted to use the book. I
saved $300, but lost a piece of
my GPA.
For most students, books are
a large bite out of our wallet at
the beginning of each semester.
There are a few ways to lessen
the size of the bite. The best is
purchasing used books from
friends if possible and in the
bookstore when they have them,
but these methods all require
money up front. Some students
use credit cards but that only
delays the $300 dollar book
payment to $310 a few months
later.
Student senate has been
offering a partial solution to
some students for several years.
It is called a student senate book

loan. The loan is a $100 dollar
voucher that is used in the bookstore and the student is charged
the $100 dollars three weeks
later, interest free, on his or her
tuition bill. There are some
problems with book loans. We
can only give out about 100, and
they are only for $100. The
$100 is not enough to pay for all
of an average student's books.
I am proposing a new system
as an option for all WSU students, but I need your verbal
support via e-mail and phone
calls. The system would work
similar to the senate book loans
but on a larger scale. Instead of
applying to senate for a book
loan and only getting $100, a
student could go into the bookstore, bring all their books to the
checkout lay down their student
ID and pay for them all on their

tuition bill three weeks later.
There are some bugs to work
out of the system but I think it
would help out a lot of students
on this campus. Tell me what
you think or if you have any
variations of the program.
Every e-mail I receive is one
more little push, in getting this
done. We should be able to have
this system by next year, of
maybe by next semester.
Every issue there I will pose
a senate question of the week
for student input. Respond via
e-mail or put a note, in the suggestion box outside the office.
What do you think about the
lighting in Baldwin lounge: too
bright or too dark?
Devin Johnson can be
reached via campus e-mail at
djohnson0794 or by phone at
457-5517.

BRIEFS
CAMPUS CRIME REPORT
.

Oct. 4 — At approximately
2 p.m., a restricted student was
observed entering PrentissLucas Hall. The matter was
referred to the director of security and judicial officer.
Oct. 4 — Another restricted
student was observed entering
Prentiss-Lucas Hall. The matter
was referred to the director of
security and judicial officer.
Oct. 4 — At 11:35 p.m. a
student reported being assaulted
at the John Kane Cafeteria. The
assault was unfounded, and the
matter was referred to Student
Affairs.
Oct. 4 — At approximately
6:10 p.m. a student reported that
her laptop was taken from the
Lower Hyphen in Kryzsko
Commons. The matter was
referred to director of security.
The value of the laptop was estimated at $1,600.
Oct. 10 — An outside law
enforcement agency requested
assistance from WSU security
in the investigation of an assault
that took place off campus. The
matter was referred to the
director of security.

Oct. 11 — At 1:10 p.m. a student became faint after giving
blood and was attended to by
WSU security and Winona
Ambulance.
Oct. 11 — At 1:15 p.m. an
employee who had just given
blood became faint, fell and
struck her head against a wall.
Winona Ambulance transported
the victim to the hospital.
Oct. 12 — At 11:45 p.m.
security responded to a student
who fell in her room and struck
her head. Winona Ambulance
transported her to the hospital.
Oct. 13 — At 6:35 p.m. a fire
alarm was activated in Somsen
Hall. Security, maintenance and
the fire department checked the
building and were unable to find
any problem.
Oct. 13 — At 8:03 p.m. a
report was received that people
were smoking marijuana in
Lourdes Hall. Security
responded aid identified two
individuals. A small amount of
marijuana was discovered, and
the matter was referred to the
hall director.

Associate academic VP
position filled

ages women, minorities and persons with
disabilities to compete fully in this program.
The deadline for applying in the 2001
competition is Nov. 7. Awards will be
announced in late March 2001. The NSF
contracts with Oak Ridge Associated
Universities to provide support services for
the program, ORAU, P.O. Box 3010, Oak
Ridge, TN 37831-3010, phone (865) 2414300, e-mail nsfgrfp@orau.gov, or fax (865)
241-4513. ALso visit their Web page at
http://www. orau.org/nsf/nsffel.htm.

Christine Clements, a department chair at
the University of Wisconsin-Stout, was hired
to serve as Winona State University's chief
academic officer for the Rochester program.
Clements will maintain offices in Winona
and Rochester. Her responsibilities include
extension and continuing education programs. At Stout, she has chaired the hospitality and tourism department. Richardson said
she has "extensive experience with partnerships between universities and
external agencies, and with integration of
technology in higher education."

New computer lab in
Somsen 207D
This lab has 18 desktop computers and
one laser printer. The lab will be open
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. weekdays. For more
information, visit www.winona. msus.edu/
labs.

Fellowships available
The National Science Foundation will
award approximately 900 new graduate
research fellowships, which are awarded for
graduate study leading to
research-based master's or doctoral degrees
in the fields of science, mathematics and
engineering supported by the NSF.
Each three-year fellowship provides a
stipend of $16,800 for 12-month tenures, and
a cost-of-eduaction alowance of $10,500 per
tenure year.
The NSF welcomes applications from all
qualified science, mathematics or
engineering students and strongly encour-

Used books sale to
benefit children's center
The Maxwell Children's Center is
collecting gently used books of all kinds for
a used book sale. Drop-off boxes are at the
Maxwell Children's Center and the
education and student affairs offices.
Volunteers are available to pick up books at
homes or offices.
The sale will be 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Dec. 9 at
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Legistlative candidates to debate

The Winona State University College
Democrats and College Republicans will be hosting a debate at 8:15 today in ther Perfoming Arts
Center Recital Hall between:
•Republican Linda Sepannen and Democrat
Gene Pelowski
•Republican Bob Kierlin and Democrat Judy
Gilow
Local attorney to offer assistance to students

John Plachecki, a local attorney, will be on
campus from 6 to 8 p.m. every Tuesday in the
East Alumni Lounge on the Second floor of
Kryzsko Commons. Plachecki will serve as a
legal services advocate throughout the school
year. There will be a sign-up sheet posted at the
student affairs office and slots are in 20-minute
intervals. There is no charge since his services
are paid through student activities fees.
`Life Goes On' actor to visit

Chris Burke, best known for his portrayal of
"Corky" in the television show "Life Goes On," is
scheduled to speak about disability awareness at
7 p.m. Tuesday in the Performing Arts Center
Recital Hall. The event is free and open to the
public.
The presentation will focus on recognizing a
person's abilities rather than one's
disabilities. Burke, who has Down's syndrome,
speaks about his experiences with a disability.
Burke's visit is sponsored by the Winona State
University Council for Exceptional Children, the
University Programming and Activities Club and
the Disability Awareness Club. For information,
e-mail Ted Benson at tbenson0229@vax2.
winona.msus.edu .

The Winonan accepts all news briefs, events and
announcements turned in by noon Friday. Editors
reserve the right to edit for space and content as they
see fit.
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the Winona Mall. Proceeds will help replace
and purchase classroom equipment at the
center. For more information or to arrange
for book pick-up, call 457-5368.

Responsive parenting
class offered
The Winona public schools are sponsoring a class that will focus on responsive
parenting during a baby's first year Nov. 21.
The instructor will plan parent-baby activity
time and adress typical parent
concerns during the first year such as
feedings, growth and development,
adjustment to parenting, attachment and
bonding. For more information call
454-9450.

Placement tests required
for students
All new students must take the English
and mathematics placement exams.
Students who have transferred in credit for
college-level English and `.,rnathematics
courses are exempt: Exams m -4r,b-e- retaken
once. Students must register for the exams
by visiting the Advising and'; Retention
Office, Phelps 129, or calling 457-5600.
Nov. 15
8-10 a.m.
Phelps 101
Nov. 21 3:30-5:30 p.m. Howell 135
Nov. 30 12-2 p.m. .
Howell 135
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nLEPTAURANT
1415 Service Dr., Winona, MN (507) 452-8202

Bug Any entree for Regular
Menu Price, Get the Second
(of equal or lesser value)

HALF PRICE!!!
*Expires 11/24/00*
*For WSU Students Only*

eck next weeks paper to
find out.

*The Above Special not Good in
Conjunction With Any Other Coupon Special*

Winona State University

Winonan
Established in 1922 as Winona State
University's first student newspaper, the
Winonan is managed, funded and operated by
and for members of the WSU community.
Published and distributed weekly, the 5,000circulation newspaper investigates and reports
campus and community news that is timely,
appropriate and relevant to readers.
Information is disseminated in a manner compliant with the universal journalistic creed that
information be delivered lawfully, objectively,
tastefully and fairly.
The Winonan generates 65 percent of its
budget through advertising sales. The remaining 35 percent is provided through student
activities fees. Subscriptions for persons outside
the university are available from the
Advertising/Business Manager.
The Winonan is copyrighted and may not be
reproduced without permission.
Please address all correspondence to: The
Winonan, Winona State University, Kryzsko
Commons, PO Box 5838, Winona, MN 55987.
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New chapter of Big Brothers Big Sisters begins in Winona
Jen McGee
WINONAN

Big Brothers Big Sisters, a
national volunteer organization, is now serving the greater
Winona area.
The aim of BBBS can be
found in its mission statement:
"To effectively match children
who need and want mentors
with mature, caring individuals
and to nurture these
relationships to their fullest
potential."
Director Maggie Modjeski
said, "Our job is to match
children with responsible
adults who serve as mentors
and friends."
BBBS is currently serving
25 pairs of "siblings" in
Winona, Houston (Minn.),
Trempeleau (Wis.) and Buffalo
(Wis.) counties. Approximately
half of the Bigs are college students. Ten
children — nine boys and one
girl — are currently waiting for
a Big.
Children between the ages
of 6 and 14 are eligible for the
program and are paired with
Bigs who are the most compatible with their schedules and
interests.
A Big must be at least 18
years old and able and willing

"To effectively
match children who
need and want mentors with mature, caring individuals and to
nurture these relationships to their
fullest potential."
Big Brothers/Big
Sisters Mission
Statement
to
make
a
one
year
commitment. The prospective
Bigs are subject to a thorough
application process to ensure
the applicant is qualified and to
find the best match.
"The program quickly made
good matches to meet the
different personalities of my
three boys," said Mary Brklich.
Volunteer LuLu Barrueco, a
student at Winona State,
applied in December and
received her match this summer. Not all applicants receive
immediate matches, even if
children are on the waiting list.
BBBS will wait for a good
match before pairing people.
"We try to make matches
that are good for the children
and the Bigs that will last,"
said Modjeski.
Barrueco has done a variety

of activities with her Little
Sister including apple picking
and biking. They are now
planning a trip to the circus.
"It is not hard to come up
with ideas of things to do,
especially since there is a
monthly newsletter that
includes new ideas," she said.
She has noticed more
patience and a better
understanding in dealing with
other people in her Little Sister
since she has started meeting
with her.
Modjeski said benefits of
BBBS include higher selfesteem, more willingness to
trust adults and higher school
performance in school.
The Winona Area BBBS is a
satellite of the La Crosse, Wis.,
program and was started one
year ago. The satellite office
shares the skills and experience
of the executive director, board
of directors, and the accountant
of the La Crosse office but has
an advisory council of its own.
The advisory councils consists
of twelve to fifteen community
members that meet once a
month.
The staff includes Director
Maggie Modjeski and
Administrative Assistant Dawn
Schreiber. Their duties, in addition to making matches,

■ For more

At the beginning of each week, budget your time
wisely and prepare ahead for the week. If possible,
study at the same time and location to build a
consistent study pattern.

information write or
visit Big Brothers
Big Sisters of the
Greater Winona
Area at 161
Franklin St. or call
452-2227.
Their office hours
are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays.

Study tips are provided each week by the Academic
Assistance Center, which is in Library Room 301. The
Web site, with academic assistants' work schedules, is
wwwwinona.rnsus.edu/advising/aac

Habitat

include talking to Bigs, Littles
and their parents monthly and
completing six month evaluations.
BBBS is funded through
grants, ten percent coming
from the United Way and fifteen percent which are local.
Fundraisers are a big support.
The two biggest fundraisers are
Bowl for Kids Sake and a bike
marathon where volunteers
bike 250 miles in a day for the
benefit of BBBS. Not only do
they earn money but they get
the word out about this organization.
Brklich said, "I hope more
people get involved. Big
Brothers Big Sisters does
promote self-esteem. It is good
to see willing (volunteer)
prospects because they are
needed so badly."

Uisit us online at tututultuinonamsusiedulwinonan
Blood
Continued from Page 1
to be a success.
"It was a good time to hold
the blood drive because the
nationwide blood supply is
currently low, so it helped out
a lot," said Dircz.
Most people feel a sense of
fulfillment by giving blood,
knowing that they have helped

someone. "I feel like I'm making a difference in the world
by giving blood, because you
never know when my blood
could be saving a person's
life," said freshmen Sara
Kimmes.
A blood drive is held on the
Winona State University cam-

pus three times each year. The
next blood drive will be held
during the spring semester and
all students, whether or not
they have yet donatedin the
past are encouraged to attend.
"It is a wonderful way to
extend or possibly save someone's life," said Dircz.

STUDY TIP OF THE WEEK

Since then, more than 1,800
habitat affiliates have developed in more than 64 countries.
Habitat for Humanity is responsible for building 100,000
homes for more than 400,000
people. Habitat built 20,000
homes this year alone.
According to Tom Walsky,
Habitat contractor for five years
and contractor for the house on
Howard, said, "You can learn as
you go. Everyone has a skill
they can offer. Builders,
landowners, lawyers, realtors
and churches all help.
"My best experience with
Habitat so far is working with
all of the various volunteers.
My work with Habitat is never
constant, sometimes there's
more volunteers than work and
other times there's more work
than volunteers," said Walsky.
Christina Walburn, vice
president of WSU's Habitat
chapter said, "Habitat is a great
way to give to the community
and campus."
Walburn also helped lead a

Continued from Page 1
devotion Wednesday night to
remember the homeless. She
said, "Shack-a-thon is a
humbling experience that I had
fun doing."
The
organization
has
various
upcoming
events
including work on the area
houses, a meeting at 8 p.m. in
the Purple Rooms Nov. 6, and a
mission trip to Oklahoma City
starting Dec. 17. All
information, updates and events
can be accessed at Habitat's
Web site,
www3.winona.msus.edu/hfhc
for more information about the
International Organization, students can access
www.habitat.org or call
1-800-HABITAT.
Habitat hopes to continue to
grow and to build houses
throughout the community and
the rest of the world.
While slipping into her cardboard box for the night, Habitat
member Angie Harris said,
"I've never had a bad time with
Habitat."

Vigil
Continued from Page 1
representatives and tell elected
officials about their lives.
Rep. Gene Pelowski, who
was added to the list of speakers at the last minute, said he
has been working on passing
anti-hate crime legislation for
six years.
"If you discriminate against

anyone, you discriminate
against everyone," he said.
SOUL has also hosted educational sessions for rural educators and counselors and is
planning a research trip to San
Francisco. Bogrand said the
group is trying to gather enough
resources there to start a GBLT

(Gay, Bisexual, Lesbian and
Transgender) studies program
at Winona State.
"We have people willing to
teach it," said Bogrand. "But
there aren't enough good
resources."

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS:
ATTEND

CAREER FAIR 2000
Tuesday, October 24 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
McCown Gymnasium, WSU
EXHIBITORS:

Abbott Northwestern Hospital & Allina Health System
Accountants On Call/Financial Exec. Search
ACR Homes, Inc.
Aid Association for Lutherans
American Express Financial Advisors
AmeriCorps
Augustana Care Corporation
Basic Biomedical Sciences-University of South Dakota
Benchmark Electronics
BORN
Boston Scientific Scimed
Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms
Career Professionals, Inc.
Carlson, Lundquist & Company, Ltd.
Cenex Harvest States Cooperatives
CH Robinson Company
Child Care Resource & Referral, Inc.
CIBER, Inc.
Community Memorial Hospital
Dain Rauscher Corporation
Employment Advisors, Inc.
Fair Isaac &Co.
Farmers Insurance Group
Fastenal Company
FBI
Federal Bureau of Prisons
Federated Mutual Insurance Companies
Firstlogic Inc.
Gundersen Lutheran Medical Center
Hamline University School of Law
Hawkins, Ash, Baptie & Company, LLP
HealthEast Senior Care
Health System Minnesota Park Nicollet
Hennepin County & Hennepin County Medical Center
Hiawatha Homecare
Home & Community Options, Inc.
Home! Foods Corporation
Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs - University of MN
IBM Global Services
IBM Mid America Employees Federal Credit Union
Immanuel St. Joseph's-Mayo Health System
Internal Revenue Service
Iowa State University-College of Engineering
Keane, Inc.
KTTC Television, Inc.
Kwik Trip, Inc.
Lake County Sheriff's Office
Macy's West @ Mall of America
Madison Police Department
Manpower
Mayo Clinic
Mercy & Unity Hospitals

Meriter Health Services Minneapolis Veteran Affair Med. Ctr.
Minneapolis Veteran Affair Medical Center
Minnesota Paralegal Institute
Minnesota State University, Mankato
MN Department of Corrections
MN Dept. of Natural Resources
MN Dept. of Transportation
MN School of Professional Psychology
MN Workforce Center
Mpls/St. Paul Airport Police Department
Mutual of Omaha Companies
New Horizon Child Care
Northwestern Health Sciences University
Office Depot
Olmsted Medical Center
Olsen Thielen & Co. Ltd.
Platteville Police Department
Pro Staff Personnel Services
Rice Memorial Hospital
Robert Half
RTP Company
Saint Elizabeth's Medical Center
Sheriffs Youth Programs of Minnesota
Sherwin-Williams Company
Sioux Valley Hospital University of South Dakota Med. Ctr.
South Dakota State University
St. Cloud State University
The College of St. Catherine
The Good Samaritan Society
The Lutheran Home: Caledonia
Treasure Island Resort & Casino
TRW Automotive
University of Minnesota Graduate School
University of Minnesota, Master of Business Taxation
University of MN School of Public Health
University of St. Thomas School of Law
University of WI-La Crosse-University Graduate Studies
University of WI-Stout
US Marine Corps-Officer Program
US Navy Officer Programs
US Marshals Service
ValleyFair.
Vector Marketing
Walgreens
Walt Disney World
William Mitchel College of Law
Winona Daily News
Winona Health
Winona State University Graduate Studies
Women's Shelter, Inc.

COMPANIES ATTENDING THE FAIR
Er INTERVIEWING ON
WEDNESDAY OCT. 25:
Active Logic Corporation
AFLAC
Beverly Healthcare
Blain's Farm & Fleet
Border Foods, Inc.
CFG Employer's Services
Cummins Power Generation-ONAN
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Farm Bureau Financial Services
Franciscan Skemp Healthcare
KHME/Marathon Media
Lake City Medical Center
Life Investors Insurance
Luther Midelfort-Mayo Health System
McDonald's Corporation
McGladrey & Pullen, LLP
Menard Inc.
Metro Sales
NCS
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network
Onsite Companies
Schulte Financial Partners
Seneca Foods Corporation - Interviewing Only
ServCom Associates
Target
United States Air Force
US Air Force Officer Accessions
US Army Winona Recruiting
Wells Fargo Financial

SPONSORED BY CAREER SERVICES OF WINONA
STATE UNIVERSITY, SAINT MARY'S UNIVERSITY Er
MINNESOTA STATE COLLEGE - SOUTHEAST TECHNICAL
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Expo features numerous local businesses

Jenny Butler /WINONAN

A Winona Fire Department firefighter and Sparky the dog take advantage of free
phone calls offered by Midwest Wireless at Saturday's Business and Technology
Expo in McCown Gym.
Kristen Berns
WINONAN

Everything from puppet
shows to free long distance
phone calls and prizes were at
the Business and Technology
Expo 2000 held Saturday in
Winona State University's
McCown Gym to entertain
guests as they visited 34
business showcases.
This is the expo's third
year but its first at WSU.
"The space is wonderful
here, and with more businesses here we needed more
room," said Autumn Herber
of the Winona Area Chamber

of Commerce.
She hopes to come back to
WSU next year. Inside the
gym the education department sponsored play area for
children, and a seminar area
for speeches that were held
through out the day.
WSU president Darrell
Krueger said, that the schools
participation in this event is
another sign of the
university's commitment to
improve the quality of life for
students and the citizens of
the community.
The expo was sponsored
by Minnesota State CollegeSoutheast Technical, Winona

Health Online and Winona
State University. The Winona
Area Chamber of Commerce
and the Winona Daily News
also helped in organizing the
expo.
Businesses showcased a
number of new and exciting
events and products in their
business. WSU displayed a
solar powered car and
Minnesota State CollegeSoutheast Technical offered
free test-drives on a truckdriving simulator. The
program demonstrated how
hard it is to drive a large vehicle through traffic. Winona
Health Online had computers

that would beready for
people to complete surveys
which would be used for data
on the status of Winona
health.
There were also many door
prizes given away. One of the
prizes included two airline
tickets to any destination in
the United States. Other
businesses gave away a
variety of prizes including
gift certificates, T-shirts,
candy, and CDs."
"The expo turned out better than planned," said
Herber. "The weather was
working against them,
because it was such a nice
day. "Nevertheless, there
were still more people who
visited this year than last
year. Herber said that the
expo is a great way for
students who are majoring in
business or
computers to visit because
the expo offers "cutting edge
technology" and is a great
way to look for future
employers. "Winonans are
privileged to have so much
technology at their
fingertips," said Herber.
According to Herber, the
Chamber of Commerce and
the Winona Daily News
carefully planned this year's
expo to be better and more
inviting for people to attend.
"The organizers plan to
make next year's expo even
bigger with more area
businesses," said Herber.

NEW GROCERY STORE DOWNTOWN!
Serving Winona since 1972,
Bluff Country Co-Op is moving three blocks west to a
Newer and Larger Location
at 121 W. Second Street

OPENING DAY - FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27
8:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Come in and check out our expanded line
of Goceries, Frozen Foods, Locally Produced Vegetables, Grains and Meats.
Great Choices for Vegetarian, Vegan and Special Diets
Perfect Study Foods, Snacks and Camping Foods in Bulk,
Fine Health and Body Care Products and Nutritional Supplements,
Large Line of Organically Grown Foods

(Bluff Country `71
Co-oy

OPENING WEEKEND

Live Music!
Free Prizes!
Free Samples!

EXPANDED HOURS

Mon.- Wed. - 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Thrus. & Fri. - 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturday - 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Sunday - 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
(507) 452-1815

Quality Food for the ZZst Century
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students, The fair offers the
John Newberry, associate
opportunity to make initial professor of marketing, also
contact with employers.
views the career fair as a
"The fair allows first and valuable tool.
second year students to
"Career Fair provides the
overcome the fear of approach- students an opportunity to
ing them (employers)," said interact with potential
Decker. "It allows students to employers in a less formal
ask what type of entry level environment," said Newberry.
positions are generally offered "Students can network with
to graduates, what skills are potential employers and practypically looked for, and stu- tice their interaction skills,
dents can find out if employers both key to locating and
offer part-time or summer job obtaining a desired position
opportunities."
after graduation."
The career fair allows
Newberry added; that while
juniors and
som4 students
seniors
to
may not find a
"Students should
focus
on
match, at the
view the fair as an
internships
fair, 'students
opportunity to gain
and fullshould' look at
tim e
Career Fair as
insights."
positions.
more than a
JOHN NEWBERRY
"Juniors
chance of
Associate professor of
and seniors
finding a job,
marketing
should dress
that day.
up for the
"Students
fair, hand out resumes and should view the fair as an
research all of the opportunity to gain insights,"
employers in advance," said said Newberry. "The Career
Decker. "Student's who have Fair employees represent a
researched companies in small number of potential
advance and established which employers, but the skill, attiare a match for them will get tude and 'individuals they are
more out of the fair."
interested in are the same as
Upperclassmen can other employers who are not
research employers prior to the attending."
fair by visiting Career Services
Newberry feels that if stuWeb site, which provides links dents can spend an hour or two
to the registered employers'
interacting with the representsites.
ed employers, students will be
Also on the Web site is a list better prepared for future
of the 29 employers who will encounters with employers
be conducting interviews the they are seriously considering.
following day, Oct. 25.
Besides a curious mind,
Students can contact Career Decker strongly urges students
Services and sign up in to come prepared with
advance for internship and questions and resumes.
full-time employment
"This is not a time to
interviews.
conserve," Decker said, urging
Approximately 20 graduate students to bring more resumes
schools will also be at the fair. than they expect to hand out.
Any interested students "If you have a Wings portfolio
can obtain information on on CD-ROM, that could be
entrance requirements, pro- mailed to the employer in
grams and costs.
advance of the fair or provided
An annual campus event, at the fair for the employers
career fairs in the past have review at a later time."
generated positive outcomes.
The event has been a joint
Counselor education project among of WSU Career
professor Tim Hatfield has Services, Saint Mary's
found the fair to be an event University and Minnesota
well worth attending.
State College-Southeast
"My students have found Technical.
the information and networkThere is no charge to attend
ing opportunities invaluable," Career Fair.
he said.
bring the fair here to
"Some students have taken the students so it's easy, convefirst steps toward either full nient and accessible," said
time or summer jobs as a direct Decker. "We hope to have a
result of their participation at record turnout this year."
the Career Fair."
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Spring Break

Spring Break

For Sale

Employment

SPRING BREAK!
Cancun, Mazatlan, Jamaica &
Bahamas. Call Sunbreak
Student Vacations for info on how
to EAT, DRINK & TRAVEL FOR
FREE!
Call 1-800-446-8355
www.sunbreaks.com

Mazatlan &Cancun
Airfare, 7 nights hotel, transfers.
Early sign-up includes FREE
meals & FREE drinks. Best quality and most reliable student travel
group since 1976. Organize 15 to
travel FREE!
Call 1-800-942-7479.
www.usaspringbreak.com

SUBLAEASER WANTED!
For spring semester.
Newly remodeled apt. Nice size
bedroom.
Off-street parking.
$230/month. Heat & water included. For more info call Jackie at
454-2909

Need a great job that allows you
to work around your class
schedule?
Drive School Bus
Approximate times 7 a.m.8:15 a.m. & 2:45 p.m.- 4 p.m.
Pay based on $14 per/hr, plus
bonus. Morning, afternoon or all
day routes. Apply now!
Call Phillips Bus Service
454-5677, ask for Jeff

SPRING BREAK
with Mazatlan Express!!
Air, 7 nights hotel, free nightly
beer parties, party package,
discounts.
(800)366-4786
or www.mazexp.com
#1 Spring Break 2001
Mexico, Jamaica, Florida & S.
Padre. Reliable TWA flights. Best
Parties! Earn $$$ or FREE trip
call for details!
1-800-SURFS-UP
www.studentexpress

Earn a free trip, money or both.
Mazatlan Express is looking for
students or organizations to sell
our Spring Break package to
Mazatlan, Mexico.
(800)366-4786

Acapulco's
#1 Spring Break Company,
BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS,
wants you to Go Loco in Acapulco
for Spring Break 2001 ! Call now
for the Best Spring Break Under
the Sun!
WE ARE ACAPULCO!
800-875-4525
www.bianchi-rossi.com
SURVIVE SPRING BREAK 2001!
All the hottest destinations/hotels!
Campus sales representatives
and student organizations wanted!
Visit inter-campus.com or call
1-800-327-6013
THE TRIBE HAS SPOKEN!

SUBLEASER WANTED!
Second semester
$425/month. All utilities included.
Call Heather at 457-3286
CLASSIFIED SPACE:
Students—advertise at a great
rate! $.25/line. Call: 457-5677

If Interested in placing an ad in the
Winonan contact Jackie or Anika
at 457-5677
Classified Rates:
Students: $.25/ line
Local: $.50/ line
National: $1.00/ line

Security Officer
Premier Alarm & Security is seeking both full & part time security
officers for our diverse job sites.
Experience is compensated, must
be mature, dependable and have
professional demeanor. Exdellent
benefit package. Call 507-4541448 M-F, 9a.m.-5p.m. for application instructions.
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Lauren Osborne — feature editor
(507) 457-2425 — winonan_etc@hotmai I .com
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SPOTLIGHT

t Cetera

Looking for a
good movie?
Read Nick
Ozment's review
of 'Almost
Famous,' Page 6.

Rockers sweep Winona stages over weekend
Schwa, Paco
light up Rascal's

Lisa M. Sanders/WiNoNAN

Members of local rock group Mary Ellis (from left) Scott Hamburg and Bernie Brondum entertain the crowd with
their high-energy show and alterna-pop sound while members of the Brother's staff rock along with them on stage
Wednesday night. The group can be seen at Benny's in La Crosse, Wis., Friday and Saturday.

Brothers hosts first show in seven years
Kristi Kremers
WINONAN

Local alternaJpop rockers Mary Ellis
ended a seven year sonic drought at
Brothers Bar Wpdnesday night. The first
show in seven years was sponsored by
Miller Lite aid La Crosse, Wis.-based
radio station 05.5 FM.
The initiative for the show came from
Mary Ellis, vho asked Brothers manager

Kelly Kaebiich if they could perform for
free.
"I knoy the guys from Mary Ellis, so
they just !talked to me about it," said
Kaebisch who then discussed the idea

with Brothers owner Eric Fortney. "Since
Wednesdays are a slow night anyway, we
went ahead with it."
So why did shows at Brothers almost
reach the point of extinction? The problem
lies within the bar; there simply isn't
enough room, Kaebisch said. The already
sizeable clientele would have to contend
for room with the band and the additional
patrons drawn by live music.
The Wednesday night event tripled
liquor sales and jolted the local bar with
about 250 or attendees, Kaebisch estimated.
"We had the place jumping up and
down," said Mary Ellis manager and
bassist Mike Cline. "It was crazy wild.

People were packed, and they were clawing their way over the rails in some form of
crowd surfing."
The night proved to be one of the
band's extreme shows.
"Yeah, it was a circus and definitely a
surge for us," said Mary Ellis keyboardist
Scott Hamburg. "It was right up there with
Mardi Gras, but without the nudity.
Although somebody did throw their shirt
on stage."
Despite the success of Wednesday
night's show, Kaebisch isn't planning on
recruiting regular entertainment.
"I'm thinking of having an end-of-theyear bash, but as far as having other
shows, there's nothing planned."

This past weekend, improvisational or "jam" rock, as the
genre has been called, invaded
the stage of Winona's live music
haven, Rascal's.
On Friday, Winona's jam
vanguards, Schwa, rocked
Rascal's and passed the proverbial torch to Winona's hottest
new band, Paco, which
scorched the house Saturday.
However, Schwa does not,
theoretically, exist.
Its "final" show, and this
may have been its 10th "final"
show, was played this past summer due to the fact that one of
the founding guitarists, Kevin
Pickering, was leaving town.
The members of Schwa who
remain in town love to play and
do it well.
Some incarnation of Schwa,
like the one that played Friday,
probably will pop up to do gigs
long after Winona is only a
memory for most Winona State
students.
Schwa started the evening
off slowly: The first set was full
of the usual Schwa standards
their crowd has come to expect.
Covers like the Grateful Dead's
"Sugaree" and Bob Dylan's
"Tangled Up In Blue" lacked
emotional appeal. Nevertheless,
their dedicated fans ate it up.
They played a few slow songs
that took a long time to get
going and ended up not going
anywhere.
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OLD AND IN THE WAY

The/ interesting thing about
writirif a bi-weekly column is
that s9 much happens between
coluOns. A 1'ot happens
betwOen the time I write this
coluMn and / when it is
published. /
I started writing this column
right after Nyatchirtg a friend
from home, Dave, compete on
"Who Wants To Be A
Millionaire?" fust for the
record, Dave got all three "fastfinger" questions correct but
didn't register his answers
quickly enough to get into the
"hot seat" across from Regis.
But, I'm not wasting precious column space on Regis (is
it just me, or does he creep
everybody out?).
Rather, watching Dave got
me thinking of home. Unlike
me, Dave didn't have to roam
far from home to land a good
life. He found a good job and a
fiancée about 40 miles from
where he grew up.
I wasn't so lucky.
After numerous false starts, I
felt I had to move about three
hours away, to Winona, to start
life over.

Forensics
team hosts
tournament
at WSU

See Liedel, Page 6

:

Fall sale

Istome is where
the heart is

The rhythm section, composed of percussionist Garret
Sorenson, drummer Mikey
Braun and bassist Rich Casey
gelled early and skillfully carried the band through the first
set.
As the crowd grew in size
and intensity, the band tightened
up and began to get into a
groove.
The second set just blazed.
Schwa was in its element. The
interplay between guitarists
Jamie Groth and Kyle Grelke
and mandolin picker Wayne
Beasley was fantastic.
The improvisational sections
were tight and energetic, and
the groove-hungry crowd
packed the dance floor and
danced with reckless abandon.
By the time Schwa closed
with the blissful harmonies in
the acapella "We Bid You
Goodnight," the crowd was
walking on air.
Guitarist Groth was back on
Rascal's stage Saturday — this

Jackpot
Spiritual speaker
gives inspiration
at the right time

I

And you know what?
Sometimes it just hurts like
hell that my parents aren't a
half-hour drive away and that I
miss opportunities to watch my
nephew and niece grow up.
But, when I do see them
face-to-face, it sometimes is all
the more special. For instance,
by the time this is published, I
will have gone back home and
spent a day with my parents, my
nephew and niece during an
annual frolic to a nearby state
park.
I'm sure I had a great time.
I'm also sure I'll be a little
less homesick by the time I
write my next column, so ...
keep watching this space.
Reach Jon Pike via campus
e-mail at jpike4282.
Held Friday and Saturday on
the Winona State University
campus, the 33rd annual Sugar
Loaf Classic forensics tournament drew nearly 200 participants from seven states, including five members of WSU's
Forensics Team.
forensics
First-year
members Emma Duncanson,
Joseph Mlinar, CeCe Klute and
Jessica Samems and second-

Chem Woon Tan/WmoNAN

An array of pumpkins and other vegetables for sale adorn the driveway of a
house on Gilmore Avenue in Winona.

also offers an
year forensics member Slavey compete,
Tolev competed with students extemporaneous interpretation
from 18 colleges in Nebraska, competition.
Forensics Director Susan
Missouri, Iowa, Illinois,
Wisconsin, South Dakota and Collie cited the familiarity of
the WSU campus, buildings and
Minnesota.
Participants could compete classrooms as advantages for
in oral interpretation, public the new team members as it
address or parliamentary calmed their nerves and boosted
debate. The Sugar Loaf Classic, their confidence and comfort
for which only novice forensics levels. And, although none of
members are allowed to the WSU members placed, the

event was successful, she said.
"The WSU squad really
pulled together and made my
job a lot easier," she said.
"They took initiative, which
oftentimes new students do not
do. ... Their enthusiasm takes
them through where there (is)
lack of experience and allows
them to blossom regardless.
"The education that they get
from forensics is worth all of it."

Every once in a while, you
hear something at the exact
moment you need to hear it. It
doesn't happen often, but when
it does, it leaves a deep impression on your soul.
This happened to me
Wednesday night, when I had
the blessing of hearing Matthew
Kelly at the Winona Deanery
Jubilee Celebration at Cathedral
of the Sacred Heart. Kelly, a
27-year-old from Australia; has
been publicly speaking since he
was 19 on how to "rediscover
the rhythm of life." He was a
charismatic, engaging speaker,
who had the rapt attention of his
crowd as he gave them suggestions on how to live fuller lives.
Kelly promoted a simple idea
that moved me. Eve thought of
little else since then.
We, as a society, value the
wrong things.
"People are meant to be
loved. Things are meant to be
used. We love things and use
people," he said
Amen. As a society, we are
materialistic. We don't look at
people's characters, at their
souls or good deeds. We value
See Schott, Page 8
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New York Times
bestsellers
Bestoellers taken

Paperback Fiction —
1."The Alibi"

from Amazon.corn

by Sandra

Hardcover Fiction —

brown

1. "The Bear and the

2. "Black

Dragon" by

Notice"

Tom Clancy

by Patricia Cornwell

2. "The Blind

3. "A God in Ruins"

Assassin"

by Leon Uris

by Margaret

4. "Hard Time: A V.I.

Eleanor Atwood

Warshawski Novel"

3. "A Density of Souls"

by Sara Paretsky

by Christopher Rile

5. "Hearts in Atlantis"

4. - Drowning Ruth"

by Stephen King

by Christina Schwarz

Paperback Nonfiction —

5. "Faith of the Fallen

1."Tis : A

(Sword of Truth, Book 6)"

Memoir" by

by Terry Goodkind

Frank Mc,C,ourt

Hardcover Nonfiction —

2. "And Never

1."The Art of

Let Her Go:

Happiness: A

Thomas Capano: The

Handbook for

Deadly Seducer"

Living" by

by Ann Rule

Dalai Lama

3. "A Child Called 'It': One

et al.

Child's Courage to Survive"

2. "Eyewitness to Rower:

by David J. and

The Essence of

Dave Pelzer

Leadership, Nixon to
Clinton" by David Gergen
3. "Flags of Our Fathers"
by James Bradley, Ron
Powers (contributor)
4. "I Love You, Ronnie"
by Nancy, Ronald Reagan
5. "In a Sunburned
Country" by Bill Bryson

4. "The Hungry Ocean :
A Swordboat Captain's
Journey" by Linda

Green law
5. Isaac's Storm: A Man,
A Time and the Deadliest
Hurricane in History"
by Erik Larson, Isaac

Monroe Cline
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`Almost Famous' almost perfect
It all begins with a bag of
records.
We first meet William Miller
(Patrick Fugit) as a precocious
11-year-old watching the
inevitable clash between his
protective mother Elaine
(Frances McDormand) and his
18-year-old sister. Elaine doesn't like her daughter's rock 'n'
roll records. "They're poetry,"
sis counters. "Yes," Mom says,
"poetry about sex and drugs."
Well, yes. But not just about sex
and drugs. His sister explains to
Mom why she wants to leave
and become a stewardess by
playing the Simon and
Garfunkel song "America":
"I've gone to look - for
America."
Before leaving, big sister
tells William, "Look under your
bed. It will set you free."
And there he finds she has
left him her bag of records. He
peruses them gingerly, almost
timidly — the dog-eared cardboard sleeves with their psychedelic covers containing mysteries pressed in vinyl. The Beach
Boys' "Pet Sounds," Led
Zeppelin's "II," Bob Dylan's
"Blonde on Blonde" ... and The
Who's "Tommy" along with a
note from sis explaining that if
you listen to "Tommy" while
burning a candle, you'll see
your whole future. And for
William, she is right.
1974. William is only

Nick's
pick
■ FILM: 'Almost Famous'
■ RATING: R for language,
drug content and brief
nudity.
■ STARS: Four (out of five)
15 years old, but the editors
over at Rolling Stone magazine
don't know that. They're
impressed by some of his work
they've read, and they send him
on a plum of an assignment:
touring with Stillwater to do a
piece on the struggles of a midlevel band in the midst of
making it big.
William is introduced to the
world backstage — the
groupies, who refer to themselves by the more flattering
term "band aides," the all-night
parties, the drugs. Somehow he
manages to retain his focus, to
not get completely sucked in.
He keeps his head — and tries

to follow the advice given him
by his benefactor Lester Bangs,
editor of Creem. His advice
includes to remain professional,
be unmerciful and don't
become friends with the band.
But this last is easier said than
done, as William develops a
friendship with guitarist Russell
Hammond (Billy Crudup) as
well as with Russell's personal
band aide Penny Lane (Kate
Hudson).
After all, this is the
American dream for any boy
who grew up listening to the
music. To be back stage ... it's
the next best thing to being up
on the stage.
This coming-of-age in the
'70s story is loosely based on
writer-director Cameron
Crowe's own life. And unlike so
many films about teens, this one
has real heart. We come to care
about the characters. The acting
is beautiful, multi-dimensional
and nuanced. Kate Hudson,
especially, is absolutely
captivating. The single tear she
sheds, then the smile of resignation when she is told she has
been traded to Humble Pie for
$50 and a case of beer — it is
just right, and it is heartwrenching.
I was fully engrossed in
these peoples' lives on the road,
and when on the bus Penny tells
William, who is worried about
getting back home in time for

graduation, "You are home," we
believe it. In a short time,
William has seen the good, the
bad and the ugly of this crazy
rock lifestyle. And he is wiser,
but not disillusioned either. His
mother has instilled values in
him that help him keep his head
in the midst of utter madness.
And she trusted him to go out
and live life, to make his own
mistakes and, hopefully,
ultimately do what's right.
McDormand plays this
conflicted character wonderfully — a liberal, progressive
mother who still worries as
much as any conservative that
the value-free promiscuity of
the counter-culture might drag
down her son. But she believes
enough in him, and even in the
basic decency of a rock star like
Russell, to trust them to do the
right thing.
I'm listening to the music of
that era now as I type up this
review — "Pet Sounds," Bob
Dylan's Greatest Hits volume
II, Simon and Garfunkel's
Greatest Hits — not on vinyl,
on CD random shuffle. That
music had an earnestness and
honesty wholly lacking in the
slick, packaged pop now on the
radio airplay charts. So does
this movie.
Reach Nick Ozment at
hobbill@means.net .

Liedel

Continued from Page 5

time with Paco.
Groth and Paco's founding members,
guitarist Dan Piscatello, bassist Aaron
Theilan and drummer Adam Randall,
owned Rascal's stage for three solid sets.
No song in their repertoire of clever
covers and surprisingly fresh originals
seemed out of place.
The playing was fantastic.
Groth and Piscatello have an excellent

Representative
Gene Pelowski
As Chairperson of the House Higher
Education finance Division in 19971998 Representative Pelowski passed
record increases in funding for
Minnesota's Higher Education
Institutions and Students.

[

rapport, and their interplay and exchange of
solos show a real knack for playing
together.
The rhythm section did an excellent job
of laying down tight grooves that allowed
the guitarists to concentrate on wicked
solos.
The crowd wasn't quite as big as Friday
night's crowd, but it was apparent that by
the last note, Paco owned them.

Paco's set list
Set I: Fire on the Maintain; Piper; Herb;
Strollin'; Sissy Strut; Boogie on Reggae
Woman; Quinn the Eskimo; Set H:
Springwater; Look Out Tleveland; Voodoo
Lady; Climb A Tree; Heird it Through the
Grapevine; Farmhouse; Set III: Spine of
the Dog; Going to the Cotntry; Breakdance
Competition; The Waker; Ixilla; For Elise
Taste E: Eminence Front.

MARK J. WESTPFAHL
On, Mayor

As a college student in Winona, you are elig i ble
to vote in the November 7th election in Winona!
•
• As long as you are attending college in Winona, many issues will affect you, such
as parking issues, and the current attempt to pass a one-keg ordinance. By voting,
your voice can be heard.
• Registering in Winona is quick and easy. You can even register on election day a
minute or two before you vote!
You are a very important part of Winona, and you should be heard too.

g•el-lali—CFor information on city issues, contact Mark at markformayor@hotmail.conL
pa kl advertisement for Mak J. Westp fah! for Mayor campaign

Karsten's
Lostumes

MORE THA W 1 00 0 C OSTUME S !

Representative Pelowski has
sponsored legislation to:
• Increase Student Financial Aid
• Build Winona State's Library and
Stark Hall and planning funds for
the new Science Building
• Add additional parking to Winona
State University
• Target additional funds for
technology to the Colleges of
education to upgrade hardware
and software.
Paid for by the Pelowski Volunteer Committee, Sue Edel Treasurer, 178 Treetops Ln, Winona, MN 55987

41104
Slliaijk 'Ethnic
•Star Wars
-Retro 60's & 70's
"Movie Characters
•Zoot Suits with
Flappers
'Make-up and
Accessories

1459 C WEST 5TH STREET
(Behind Dairy Queen)

WEEKDAYS: 3:00-5:00 PM
(507) 453-0398

Your HAWN
LIZIZ Headquarters

October 18,
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Yale law professor ties religion, politics
Amanda Leonhardt

theoretical and methodological perspectives," according to the news
release for the program.
The Law and Society major was
established for students looking to
attend law or graduate school.
Carter's visit to Winona State was
sponsored by the Lyceum Committee,
WSU Foundation, the departments of
history, political science and philosophy, the Office of Cultural Diversity,
the paralegal program and the
Lutheran Brotherhood Foundation.
Funding also came from the
Minnesota Humanities Commission,
National Endowment for the
Humanities and the Minnesota State
Legislature. The event was co-sponsored by the Lutheran Campus
Center, WSU Criminal Justice program and the Winona County Bar
Association.
Carter said he enjoyed his visit to
Winona State.
"Everyone here has been very
gracious," he said. "Also, the questions both tonight and this afternoon
were impressive. Some were very
difficult, and I couldn't answer therh.
I enjoyed speaking and also learned a
lot."
For more information about the
new major contact professor Troy
Paino at 457-5409 or via e-mail at
tpaino@vax2.winona.msus.edu ; or
professor John Campbell at 457-2378
or via e-mail at
jcampbell@vax2.winona.rnsus.edu .

WINONAN

Stephen Carter, a law professor at
Yale University, addressed Winona
State University students, faculty and
the Winona community Thursday on
the topic of religion and politics as a
part of the 2000-2001 Lyceum Series.
Before and after his main evening
lecture in Somsen Auditorium, Carter
fielded questions from interested
students and faculty in a questionand-answer session.
Author of seven books on the
subject of religion and politics, Carter
has been hailed by both the left and
right wings of the political spectrum
as "one of the nation's leading public
intellectuals," according to the "New
York Times."
"The topic he covered was very
interesting," said junior Gillian
Norris, a finance student. "It was
something I never thought about
before, but now I want to know more
about it. His presentation seemed like
a starting point in a thought-provoking issue."
Carter, who said he considers himself a radical in the political sphere,
talked about the importance of religion in moral debates of public
importance and about how America
needs to lower barriers; to religious
discussion in public dialogue to allow
for more diversity.
An expert storyteller, Carter
presented his lecture in an entertaining and informative way. Citing

I have never taken a "home
.ec" class. I had personal and
family living skills and family
and consumer sciences classes,
which really were just fancy
names for home ec.
No matter what the class was
called, the basic lessons were
the same. Food safety, preparation and presentation were covered. We learned the difference
between
a spatula and a
rubber

sc rap

per. We
learned
t h ei
proper,
ways t9

09!/8,

granulated sugar,
brown sugar and confectioner's
sugar (as well as the differences
between them).
We even learned people and
creative thinking skills, as most
foods were prepared with limited supplies. I clearly remember
five classmates and myself
sitting in a kitchenette made for
three, trying to find a. substitution for ceramic custard cups.
We chose a new recipe..
As if the class wasn't great
already, we got to eat the day's
cooking or baking assignment.
Think about it: The teacher set
general guidelines, bought you
supplies, gave you time during
class to cook a dish and let you

Brian Hanson/W1NoNAN

Yale University law professor Stephen Carter presented "Religion
and Politics" last Wednesday evening in Somsen Auditorium.

examples from the Scopes trial to
Thomas Jefferson to the current
presidential race, he made the point
that religion has been a part of the
political process since the beginning
of our country's government. He said
that currently, he does not have a
favorite in the race for the next
president.
"I don't have a horse in this race,"
said Carter. " I wish all of the candidates would talk more about faith and
how their faith would actually
influence their decisions in office."

However, Carter also suggested
that unless the candidates themselves
bring up the issue of their religion
(which both Gov. George W. Bush
and Vice President Al Gore have
done), it is not a good idea for the
public to ask them about it.
Carter's visit was, in part, to
promote the new Law and Society
major at Winona State.
"Law and Society is a richly interdisciplinary major that enables students to study law and legal culture
from many different conceptual,

-cake, there's also a group of
people who live off of
pre-packaged meals.
Since I don't foresee WSU
adding a culinary arts program
or course in the near future, it's
time to start looking for other
places to learn basic or not-sobasic cooking skills. Parents
and relatives are often a good
place to start. Try hanging out
in the kitchen during a big
meal, perhaps Thanksgiving or
a family reunion; bug them
until they teach you something.
`want r6 make money! Look
for a job in the food industry.
Time spent working in a restaurant kitchen can be valuable.
Willing to spend a little
money? There are numerous
eat whatever you made. And schools, technical colleges and
you got credit toward gradua- universities that offer courses in
tion if you did this without set- cooking, baking and all that is
ting anything on fire or poison- food. Get a degree, and get a job.
ing a classmate, although I
If you're still not convinced,
know classmates who basic knowledge of how to
"flavored" a cake with baking make a meal is a good idea;
powder between layers before think about the pure impressiveserving it to a favorite teacher. ness factor. In my sixth-grade
Luckily, all parties found it cooking class, Drew surprised
entertaining.
us all with his incredible home
Although we're learning ec skills. Although we didn't
career skills and social interac- expect this football player to
tion at Winona State University, help, Drew politely took over
there's a valuable lesson the kitchen_ He made the meal,
students could learn from a food set the table, served the group
class in college. While I know and cleaned up after us. He was
there's a group of connoisseurs amazing, and so was the food.
out there baking up peanut butReach Missy Teff at
ter chicken and tiramisu cheese- fooddiva@hotmail. corn.

Back

BASICS

Fresh Leadership for Our Future!

Hoffmann, Cornell
Roald
University chemistry professor, will
present "One Culture: The
Commonalities and Differences
Between the Arts and the Sciences" at
7:30 p.m. Monday in Somsen
Auditorium.
The presentation, part of the
Winona State University 2000-2001
Lyceum Series, is open to the public.
Tickets are $4 for the general public
and $2 for students with a valid
student ID.
Hoffmann plans to draw on
chemistry, poetry, painting and
ceramics to make a case for an
underlying unity of science and the
arts.
After receiving his bachelor's
degree from Columbia University,
Hoffmann earned his Ph.D. at Harvard
University. Since 1965, he has been a
chemistry professor at Cornell
University.
Hoffmann has published many
articles, ranging from science to
poetry, and has won the Nobel Prize in
chemistry with Kenichi Fukui in 1981.
Hoffmann's visit to Winona State in
sponsored by the WSU department of
chemistry, the Chemistry Club and the
La Crosse/Winona Section of the
American Chemical Society. His lecture also is made possibly in part by
funding from the Minnesota
Humanities Commission, the National
Endowment for the Humanities, the
Minnesota Legislature and Target
stores.

Try it youretf: blueberry

iii&iffittJ

This is the first in-class recipe I made, and it's still the best muffin recipe I've found.

1 egg
1/2 cup milk
1/4 cup vegetable oil
1 1/2 cups flour
1/2 cup sugar
2 teaspoons baking powder
1/2 teaspoons salt
1 cup blueberries
Preheat the oven to 400 degrees. In a large bowl, beat the egg; stir in milk and oil.
Mix in the dry ingredients just until moist. Do not overstir! There will be some lumps in
the batter. Fold in blueberries (Make sure they are well drained. Sprinkle a little flour on
the berries and shake to coat). Fill greased or paper-lined muffin cups to 2/3 full. Bake
20-25 minutes or until golden brown.

Try it yoctrelf: powdered Ju.gctr f►oting
Last week's "American sugar cookies" recipe drew a fair amount of questions. It is a
family recipe. Also, the cookies are the type you frost, so here's my favorite frosting

recipe.

Measurements will vary based on the amount of frosting you want to make. Pour
about 1/2 pound of powdered sugar into a large bowl. Stir in milk 1 teaspoon at a time
until frosting is at desired consistency. If the frosting is too thin, add powdered sugar. If
the frosting becomes too stiff, add small amounts of milk. For cookie decorating, you
can separate the frosting into small bowls and color each batch by stirring in food
coloring.

WANT TO SEE YOUR FAVORITE RECIPE NEXT
TO MISSY'S THIS SEMESTER?
Send your family favorites or creative concoctions to
fooddiva@a hotmail.com .
so

Linda Seppanen

Chemist to present
next Lyceum event
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' Sty with
Distinction
I Personal Consulting For:

Cutting, Coloring, Wave Design,
I Nails, Pedicures, Waxing, Make-up,
I Skin Care, Facials & Waxing

•

EvetyMonday&Tuesday

rollege
I I.U.
Day!

•••••
•
•• Tanning '•
Facilities
• Available! •
••
••
•
•
• • •‘• •

Bring in your College I.D. & receive
any Hair cut,

Nails, or
$2.00 Off Pedicure

Hair
$5.00 Off any
Coloring

For Minnesota Voting Information, visit www.32a.org
Vote: Dr. Linda Seppanen MN House 32A Tuesday Nov. 7

Parlor & Den

Paid for by Courage, Experience and Dedication: Linda Seppanen

A 'Ousage Dui(erewe
279 E. Third, Winona, MN • Phone 454-4516
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New simulation `The Foreigner' has successful run
nearly flawless
Stacy Booth

W 1NONAN

Since I wrote on such
weighty topics last week, I
thought I'd take a breather
and tell you about the cool
time-waster I bought this
weekend. The Sims is the
latest offering from Maxis
software — A division of
Electronic Arts, for those
who care — and it's one of
their best yet.
Maxis has been making
simulation
games since
— gasp —
before Y2K
and even
before
Windows
my Own
95. SimCity
fion-Uirtual allowed
you to
Space
make a city,
with utilities, suburbs, parks, floods,
fires and the occasional monster. You had to allot resources
such as police and transportation to maintain a successful
city. Sim City 3000 is the
current version.
If SimCity is the forest, the
Sims are the squirrels. In the
Sims, you create, manage and
control a family of one or
more. By giving them a balance of kindness, cleanliness
and an outgoing personality,
you buy and furnish a home
for your Sim(s) in which they
spend their lives.
It truly is a simulation of
human life as Sims require a
refrigerator to get food, an
oven or microwave to cook it,
a table and chair to eat at, a
kitchen sink to wash their
plates and a garbage can to
throw away leftovers. And
that's just the kitchen!
Each Sim has needs that
must be met — don't we all —
in order for them to lead happy
lives. This includes Fun,
Bladder — yup — Social and
several others. The goal is to
balance their lives so they
have time to chat with their
neighbors, work on their abs
or read a book, depending on
their preferences. Some like
country music, and others like
cartoons. You can make a neat

ftwon
CANAVRil0

Technology
columnist
freak who dusts his plants or a
slob who has more flies than
friends.
You start with some money,
called simoleans, but your
family must soon get a job in
order to pay for food and a
bigger TV. The better the stuff,
the sooner their needs are met.
That is, the expensive stove
cooks food faster.
They are not just material
Sim-girls, though. They also
require social interaction. The
Sims are confined to one
neighborhood, so getting
along with your neighbors —
or not having a glass house —
also is crucial.
Just like real people, some
Sims need friends more than
others, but locking one in its
house soon leads to a
depressed Sim. Conveniently,
the game has other Sims wander by their house, letting
them build relationships and
maybe even love.
The Sims is very addicting.
My girlfriend and I kept going
one more Sim day, hoping to
improve our Sims' personalities. You can build a new
family or jump into one "in
progress."
The only complaint I have
is how fast time moves.
Taking out the garbage or
washing their hands takes
Sims 20 minutes. Otherwise,
it's flawless, with great animations and sound effects.
The game seems currentiji
available only for Win 9x, but
I would guess a Mac version
shouldn't be too far away. It's
rated teen (13+) by the ESRB,
www.esrb.org , for those of
you with children. An expansion pack called Livin Large
also is available.
Reach Michael Canavino
at winonantech@yahoo.com .

THE HUY IS HIRI116!
The United States Hauy is seeking qualified
applicants to fill hundreds of pilot, flight
officer, surface officer, engineering and
business management positions. Hauy Officers
are highly trained, specialized professionals
who lead the way in requirements of a diuerse
and highly complex organization.
One of the top employers in the United
States, the Haug is an ideal place for a young
college graduate with talent, ambition and
dedication to find important management
experience and a rewarding career. Minimum
requirements:

After four successful nights of comedy,
"The Foreigner" has gone home.
The play, directed by Winona State
University theater professor David Bratt,
ran Thursday through Sunday in the packed
Mainstage Theater of the Performing Arts
Center.
"We've been rehearsing for a month and
a half, and by the time you know this is
funny, this isn't," said Adam Krahn, a WSU
sophomore who played Ellard. "Then the
audience shows up, and you get a whole
new renewed appreciation for the script and
the show."
Bratt agreed.
"The audience in comedy reminds you
of what's funny," he said. "(The reactions)
remind actors to let the audience know 'I
am not what I seem.' "
The farce centers around Charlie, a dull
British middle class man who travels to a
fishing resort in Georgia. He pretends to be
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Jenny ButledwiNoNAN

Hilree J. Hamilton, a professor at University of Wisconsin-River Falls, presented "Singin' (Movin' and Playin')
the Blues" Saturday in the Performing Arts Center. The clinic included learning to teach simple children songs
on the recorder.

Witt

Continued from Page 5

people for what clothing they
wear, what type of car they
own, how they look, what they
can do for us. We work for
money, rarely because we love
our job. We buy things to make
ourselves look good, or we buy
things for others because spending money is a way to show we
care. Oftentimes, we network
with people in the hopes they'll
help us down the road, not
because we have any true desire
to become friends.
What would happen if we
started looking beyond looks
and labels? What if we all
found careers we loved and
worked for joy, not a salary?
How would we fare if we started valuing time as something
precious and used it for important things like seeing family

and friends,
reading a
book, playing
with kids,
going for a
walk – instead
jAy
of
rushing
from
one
I OlVec Yo'j
to
meeting
another?
What if we showed others we
loved them by spending time
with them?
There are always things we
need to do. For instance, this
weekend, I need to go grocery
shopping, pay bills and clean.
This weekend, I want to read
a book I just bought. I want to
work on a long-term writing
project, spend time with friends
and sleep. Which one will I do?
Most likely, the things I need to

turning.
Kelly had two suggestions.
The first was to pray. He calls it
going into the room of silence.
"Silence is to the soul as sleep is
to the body," he said. By praying for 10 minutes every day,
we attain focus and direction in
our lives.
The second was to take a day
off once a week (he suggested
Sunday). We need to thrive, not
survive, in this world. Do the
things you want to do. Listen to
music. Walk around the lake.
Curl up on the sofa and watch
movies all day. Have a slumber
party with your friends. Build a
fort with tables, chairs and blankets. And invite your friends
and roommates to join you.
Reach Kate Schott via
campus e-mail at kscott8150.

do will win out. I'll sacrifice
sleep, friends and one of my
passions, writing, for doing
practical things, such as cleaning and paying bills.
As a college student, I
realize there are certain things I
am required to do in order to
graduate in May, such as pass
classes. I'm certainly not spending this much money to sit
around and do nothing. As a
member of society, I do have to
pay my dues, and I need money
to live.
But in the long run, what is
going to make more of a difference in my life? That I finished
my homework? Or that I talked
with a friend I hadn't had time
for in more than a month? If I
don't get my room cleaned this
weekend, the world will keep
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technical difficulties, explained Bratt, but
they were few, and the cast adjusted well.
According to Krahn, Friday night had
the best run. Opening night, which can be
the most nerve-wracking, went well, Bratt
said.
"I've learned you can't do anything
about (jitters)," said Bratt. "If you aren't
nervous, you don't care."
In addition to adjusting to the audiences'
reactions, each performer also had their
own personal challenges to deal with.
"I have a much bigger role (than I had in
Macbeth last year)," said Krahn. "I've
never been in a comedy before."
The most challenging thing for Caroline
DeCoster, a sophomore who played
Catherine Simms, was keeping the energy
up and keeping the accent. But, nevertheless, she was grateful to have had the opportunity to act in the production.
"That is one of the best feelings in the
world, and I really enjoy being involved in
theatre," she said.

,

• Within 18 months of receiuing your
BS/Bli degree.
• Meet age requirements.
• Meet Hauy physical standards
•Uision correctable to 20/20
• U.S. Citizen
Contact Hauy Recruiting at
800-247-0507
nrdmpls@pclink.com
or uisit our booth at
Career Fair 2000
on October 24,2000

a foreigner who doesn't understand any
English and deliberately keeps the country
he supposedly is from a secret to the rest of
the cast members.
The play was packed with comedy of all
types, including
everything from puns
to slapstick. The
majority of the jokes
worked, said Bratt.
"The two sorts of
things I fear in an
audience of comedy is
they won't laugh at
all, or they'll only
laugh at the 'toilet
Bratt
jokes,' " he said.
Laughter from the
audience created an entirely new problem
for the Winona State actors.
"Thursday night it was tough trying to
find when to wait for the laughter and when
to keep going," said Krahn. "(Sometimes)
we just kept going, and they missed lines."
As with all live theater, there were some

Long Islands 52.00

Bacardi Mixers0

0,0
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INSIDE
To see how the Warriors are faking against
the rest of the teams in the conference,
check the standings on Page 10.
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Mike Kaebisch — editor
507-457-5520
e-mail:
winonansports@hotmail.com
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Mustangs end WSU's undefeated NSIC season
MARSHALL, Minn. — The Winona State
University football team's undefeated run
through the Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference came to an end Saturday, as
Southwest State University topped the Warriors
21-16 at Mattke Field.
Ken Sather had a pair of touchdowns to lead
SSU (2-3 NSIC, 2-5 overall), while Aaron
Strommer also had a 7-yard touchdown reception
for the Mustangs.
But it was Sather who set the pace for SSU. He
gained 76 yards on 18 carries and scored a touchdown, and added three receptions for 73 yards
and his second touchdown.
Quarterback Tyler Engquist added 183 yards
and a pair of scores, coming on a 12 of 19 passing effort. Engquist was also intercepted three
times.
As a team the Mustangs finished with 307 total
yards and managed 15 first downs.

16

21

SOtithWe41 State tIniverlitY

■ NEXT: Concordia-St. Paul
■ WHERE: Maxwell Field
■ WHEN: 7 p.m. Saturday

Freshman running back Kevin Curtin led the
Warriors' offense as he collected 139 total yards.
Fifty-one of those yards came on five receptions,
while he added 49 yards on kickoff returns and
contributed 39 yards rushing.
Ryan Watch added 89 yards rushing on 15 carries and scored a touchdown for WSU, while
Andy Nett contributed a 16-for-33 passing effort.

■

FAST FACT: Concordia-St. Paul is in the
midst of its winningest season since 1982. The
Golden Bears are 4-1 in the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference and are 6-1 overall.

Nett, who was also intercepted twice, tossed a
44-yard touchdown to Jeff Dobbertin.
Dobbertin finished with six catches for 70
yards.
As a team the Warriors finished with 22 first
downs and 393 total yards.
Jake Tietje and Travis Welch each had 10 tackles and an interception to lead the Warriors

WEST SALEM, Wis. — Paced by
Samantha Runde, the Winona State
University women's cross country team finished 25th out of 31 teams at the Tori
Neubauer Invitational Saturday, which was
hosted by the University of Wisconsin-La
Crosse.
Tim Noel led the WSU men's team to a
34th place finish.
Luther College won the team title on the
women's side of the invitational with an average time of 18:52.6 Wartburg College was
second (19:19.5), and UW-La Crosse was
third (19:22.9).
WSU finished the 5,000-meter course with
a team average time of 20:59.4.
Warriors' finishers included: Kelli Nims
(20:53.2), Jill Guenther (21:03.7), Tabatha
Breyer (21:13.8), Sheri Licht (21:15.5), Julie
Cousins (21:18.3), JuLee Burt (21:20.1),
Betsey Peterson (21:41.8), Sara Beier
(22:07.4), Cheyenne Ferguson (22:31) and
Beth Erdman (23:38.9).

Off the bench

T

The WSU women's- team also had runners
entered in the junior-varsity race.
Sara Edenhofer and Amy Perz both competed for the Warriors, with Edenhofer finish-

ing 113th (23:00.5) and Perz 167th (25:08.2).
The University of Wisconsin-Madison won
the men's team race with an average time of
25:05.2 the University of Iowa was second
(25:43.4), and UW-La Crosse (25:47.7).
The Warriors had an average time of
32:24.3.
WSU finishers included: Eric Uddin
(31:57.6), William Hessian (34:39.7), Josh
Ciolkosz (34:44.4), Jason Fleege (35:10.6)
and Nick Lobejko (35:31.7).
Both the Warriors' women's and men's
teams are back in action at the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference meet Saturday in
Aberdeen, S. D.

Huskies rally
past Warriors

Brian Hanson/WiNoNAN

Winona State Unversity's Arnie Wilkes (left) and the University of MinnesotaDuluth's Linda Kalweit (15) colide after Kalweit headed a loose ball during
Sunday's Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference game at Maxwell Field. The
Warriors and Bulldogs dueled to a 0-0 double overtime tie.

ST. CLOUD, Minn. — The Winona State
University volleyball team got off to a fast start
in its nonconference match with St. Cloud State
Friday.
But the hot start didn't last, as the Warriors
dropped the match to the Huskies 8-15, 15-8,
15-7, 15-6 at Halenbeck Hall.
Tracey Willard had 11 digs and 10 kills to
lead the Warriors (3-17), while Kristina
Altepeter added 11 digs and nine kills.
Lisa Schlaak contributed 13 kills and five
digs and setter Melissa Steinbring dished out 35
assists.
Tanash Lawrence led St. Cloud State (6-14)
with 16 kills and eight blocks, while Melissa
Wright added 13 kills and Katie Larsen managed 12.
Cara Bartolic contributed 10 digs and eight
service aces, while Rachel Olson tallied 42
assists.
The Warriors are back in action at 7 p.m.
tonight when they host the University of
Wisconsin-La Crosse in a nonconference match
at McCown Gymnasium.

An acceptable tie
Warriors, Bulldogs battle to a double-overtime draw
Mike Kaebisch
WINONAN

Winona State University soccer coach Ali
Omar admitted, after his team played the
University of Minnesota-Duluth to a 0-0 double overtime tie Sunday at Maxwell Field, he
doesn't usually accept ties.
But by playing the No. 18 team in National
Soccer Coaches Association of America
national poll to a draw, Omar could make an
exception.
"I usually don't accept ties," said Omar.
"It's half a loss and half a win, which isn't
good. But with the effort we put out on the
field today, I can accept this result."

Winona Scoreboard
Football

Soccer

SSU 21, WSU 16

WSU 0, UM D 0 (2 ot)
WSU 8, BSU 0
WSU 2, MSU, Mankato 1

St. Cloud State 3, WSU 1
MSU, Mankato 3, WSU 1

Saturday's box can be found on Page 12

Time to
enjoy the
Metrodome
experience

WSU women 25th,
men 34th at Tori
Neubauer Invite

Volleyball

defense. Tietje returned his interception 18 yards,
while Welch returned his interception for a 40yard gain.
Todd Batta added eight tackles for WSU,
while Deric Sieck managed seven stops.
Jon Bussewitz also had a good afternoon for
the Warriors' defense as he finished with a pair of
sacks. Derek Chance and Davin Thompson also
managed sacks as they each finished with one.
Nate Von Behren led the SSU defense as he led
all tackles with 13 stops. He also forced a fumble
and made an interception.
Mark Rentschler and Andy Schmahl each contributed nine tackles and a sack for the Mustangs,
while Steve Swain added four tackles and an
interception.
WSU returns to action at 7 p.m. Saturday
when it hosts 4-1, 6-1 Concordia-St. Paul at
Maxwell Field.

See Tie, Page 10

•
Cross Country

-

Both the Warriors and Bulldogs came into
the game with undefeated (6-0) records in the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference, and
had demolished all of their respective conference opponents.
WSU had outscored its six previous conference opponents by a total of 37-1, and had won
four consecutive games by shutout.
By accomplishing that shutout streak, the
Warriors had held conference opponents without a goal for 386 minutes, 38 seconds coming
into Sunday.
With Sunday's double-overtime scoreless
tie, the Warriors streak of holding NSIC opponents without a goal is now holding at 506:38.

WSU women, 25th
WSU men, 34th

cQalt/N
•

here exists an ongoing debate in this
state about the possibility of a new
stadium for our Minnesota Vikings.
The Twins aren't going anywhere, but the
Vikings have a legitimate shot at getting a new
place to play.
If it were up to me, I would leave them both
where they are. I will be the first to admit that
the Metrodome has the ambiance of
Styrofoam, but it also has a history.
I received an e-mail last week from a friend
of mine at St. Thomas University who had an
extra ticket to the Monday Night Football
game against Tampa Bay. He knows me well
but still had the audacity to ask me if I was
interested in going. He should have just told
me where to meet him, but none the less I
accepted.
Being at that game was something special,
and I am not just talking about beating Tampa
Bay on Monday Night Football, I am talking
about the entire Metrodome experience,
which has been the same for me since I was a
kid.
I can remember going to games with my
dad, who at the time had season tickets, and
experiencing the same things I still do today.
Driving into Minneapolis last Monday was
the same as it always is on game day. I had to
park about two miles from the dome and still
pay $10, the walk was the same, everyone disregarding all traffic laws as they wandered
aimlessly into oncoming traffic assuming the
cars will stop just because there is a game that
day.
I lost track of how many unfortunate people I passed holding up handmade signs reading, "need tickets." A couple of times I had to
fight back the urge of saying, "You need tickets? I don't!" But that would be mean.
I reached the dome gates and could already
smell that familiar odor. I can't quite put my
finger on what causes this aroma, but anyone
who has been there would recognize it.
Walking out of the hallway and under the
white dome is an experience all its own. Being
under a roof gives the game a different feel.
Having a roof has its advantages - the
Metrodome is by far the loudest facility in the
NFL, and when packed to capacity, it is down
right deafening. Believe me, on Monday night
it was packed to capacity. Filled with fans
from all over the region, the place was never
quiet.
I had the luxury of being surrounded by
Vikings fans, but there were a few Tampa
faithful scattered throughout thq seats. Most
of which were nice enough, regardless of their
misconception that Tampa Bay was a better
See McPherson, Page 12

Dp,14 Melds

"It means a great deal, but I think it will mean a lot
more to me when I'm done. It's something to brag
to my kids about down the road."
Minnesota running back Robert Smith, on
becoming the Vikings all-time leading rusher.
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Warriors cruise past Beavers 8-0

s

Chris Yarolimek
WINONAN
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Winona State University's Minelle LaPolice (9) and Bemidji State University's Jenny
Hutchinson battle for a loose ball during Saturday's Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference game. The Warriors defeated the Beavers 8-0.
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Continued from Page 9

However, the Bulldogs, who
are also the No. 3 ranked team
in the NSCAA central regional
poll, had an even more impressive streak. of holding opponents scoreless in NSIC games.
UM-D, which had outscored
its six previous opponents 190, had a scoreless streak of 540
minutes in tack heading into
Sunday.
That streak is now holding
at 650 minutes.
"We both got shutouts," said
Bulldogs coach Greg Cane.
"Both coaches have to be
happy. The game was as good
as college soccer can get."
Both teams traded scoring
opportunities in the tie, and
both teams took turns dominating the pace and play of the
game.
"Both teams had periods of
time where they controlled the
play of the game," said Cane.
"We had some pretty good
chances to score and so did
(WSU). It was a good match
up, and neither team wanted to
lose."
The Bulldogs (13-1-1 overall) had the games' best scoring
opportunity as reining NSIC

most valuable player Jenny
Warrick managed to chip a shot
into the net in the 58th minute.
But the goal was disallowed
by an off-sides call.
"We executed about as well
as we could have on that play,"
said Cane of the disallowed
goal.
The Warriors
(10-3-2)
couldn't capitalize on a pair of
golden scoring opportunities.
The first came in the 77th
minute as freshman Kristin
Ruhsam managed to slide a
ball . past sprawling UM-D
goalie Michelle Filipczak. The
shot, which sputtered out of
gas before reaching the net,
was gotten to by Warriors'
sophomore Jenny Wiederholt.
But Wiederholt could only get
half a foot on the ball and her
shot went wide of the net.
WSU's second chance came
in the 109th minute as Rebecca
Kjeldson launched a shot, that
went wide of the goal but
stayed inside the field of play.
Minelle LaPolice then managed a shot, that again went
wide.
"We had some opportunities
that we just didn't capitalize

on," said Omar. "But we
expected a hard fought game,
and the tie was very fitting."
The Warriors finished with
a 23-19 shots advantage,
including a 9-8 shots-on-goal
lead.
Crystal Pearson recorded
eight saves in goal for the
Warriors to gain the shutout
win, while Filipczak made
nine stops.
"It was a good game," said
Omar. "We played well enough
to win and they played well
enough also. You have to give
the girls credit, they just
played a great game."
WSU closes out the regular
season with games at UMMorris Saturday at 1 p.m., and
at Northern State University,
Sunday at 11 a.m.
"We just have to play strong
and get two wins," said Omar.
"We just have to go out and
take care of business."
After the regular season
concludes, the Warriors, along
with the nine other conference
teams will travel to Marshall,
Minn., to take part in the single-elimination three-day
NSIC post-season tournament.

Susan Peterson's hat trick
was one of many offensive
highlights for the Winona
State University soccer team
Saturday, as the Warriors
rolled to a 8-0 route of
Bemidji State University at
Maxwell Field.
Despite the referees not
arriving, causing the game to
start an hour late, Peterson
came out with avengeance,
giving WSU a 1-0 lead seven
minutes into the game.
With two more goals to
start the second half, Peterson
helped give the Warriors their
18th consecutive Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference
victory.
Bemidji State goalkeeper
Niki Dalka was bombarded
with 39 Warriors' shots on
goal, while her Bulldogs could
only muster one shot throughout the game.
"They did exactly what I
wanted them to do," said WSU
coach Ali Omar. "We got
everybody some playing time.
We're a little banged up so it's
nice to get resting time and a
win."
Sandra Davel, Rebecca
Kjeldson and Liz Narten were
all in on the first-half scoring,
which gave WSU a 4-0 halftime advantage.
Minelle LaPolice, Arnie
Wilkes and Peterson assisted
on goals in the opening half,
while Narten's goal came on a
penalty kick.
Wednesday's 2-1 upset victory over Minnesota State
University, Mankato, the No.
12 team in the latest National
Soccer Coaches Association of
America national poll, and the
No. 2 team in NSCAA central
regional poll was a hardfought win for the Warriors, so
Omar was happy to have the
liberty to rest his starters in the
second half.
"Ws good to give (playing
time) to some of the younger
girls," said Omar. "They work
hard in for us in practice and
played well when it was their
time to shine on the field."
The dominance continued
for the Warriors in the second
half as WSU passed at will and
controlled the ball on the
Bulldogs' end of the field for
the remainder of the game.
"We were outplayed, plain
and simple. We just ran out of
gas," said Bemidji State firstyear coach Jeff Mitchell. "We
are improved from last year,
but they are the real deal.
We're not there yet; we just
don't have as much ability on
the field."
Alisha Meyers played the
entire game in net for WSU
stopping the only Bulldogs'
shot attempt.

PARK LIKE THE PRESIDENT
WIN A CHANCE TO PARK IN
PRESIDENT KRUEGER'S
PARKING SPOT FROM
NOV. 6 - NOV. 10
TICKETS CAN BE PURCHASED:
MWF 10 a.m. - 11 a.m. in 5omsen 101 and
MWF 12 p.m. - 1 p.m. in the Lower Hyphen

TICKET PRICES:
$1.00 or 3 for $2.00

Sponsored by Sales Management Class Fall 2000
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Tad Rootes
WINONAN

Emotions were high at McCown
Gymnasium as the Winona State
University volleyball team hosted a tough
nonconference game against the
Mavericks of Minnesota State University,
Mankato Thursday.
Although the Warriors played a relentless match of volleyball, the youthful
Mavericks gained the victory 7-15, 15-3,
15-6, 15-10.
The Warriors dominated the first game
of play as runs of seven and six points
blew away the Mavericks.
It appeared that WSU was in complete
control of the match after the first game.
However, the Mavericks did not give up
after a rough Game 1.
MSU, Mankato fought back, in the second game and stunned the Warriors with a
convincing 15-3 win.
"Overall our performance was
mediocre," said WSU coach Amy Fisher.
"We had a good first game, but we did not
sustain our play through the other games.
We did not have enough intensity."
Lisa Schlaak compiled 16 of Winona
State's 63 digs. MSU, Mankato tallied
only 46 digs.
Tracey Willard and Kristina Altepeter
finished with 13 and 12 digs respectively
for Winona. Winona senior Jenny Holmen
also played a strong game by adding seven
kills.
The Mavericks however edged out the
Warriors in kills by compiling 53 to
Winona's 44.
The third game found the Mavericks on
top again as they controlled Winona at the
net with a barrage of kills and blocks. The
Mavericks put together 6-and 7-point rallies of their own as they topped Winona in
Game 3.
The Warriors fought with a lot of heart
in the fourth game, but unfortunately
could not get the best of the Mavericks (815 overall), as they ran away with the
match.
"The turning point of the match was
definitely after the first game," said Fisher.
"It is tough to lose after winning a big first
game like we did."
Mavericks coach Doug Tully agreed.
"We have been on a little streak of 5game matches lately," said Tully. "We
have a young team that likes to win. Our
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Breske, Morgan
lead NSU to 49-26
route of Bulldogs
Associated Press
ABERDEEN, S.D. — Nate Breske completed 12 of 21
passes for 193 yards and three touchdowns as Northern
State University beat the University of Minnesota-Duluth
49-26 Saturday in a Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference game.
The Wolves (4-1 NSIC, 5-2 overall) led 28-20 at halftime after Breske connected with Adam Syphers on scoring
passes of 51 and 19 yards. He also connected with Stokes
Aitken on a 14-yard pass.
Tyrone Morgan rushed for 147 yards and two touchdowns for the Wolves.
For UM-Duluth (3-2, 5-2), Ricky Fritz completed 16 of
38 passes for 219 yards and three touchdowns. He also had
three interceptions.

Beavers 28, Dragons 14
MOORHEAD, Minn. — Geoff Martinson threw for 195
yards and two touchdowns as Bemidji State beat Minnesota
State University, Moorhead.
Brad Duerr' rushed for 104 yards on three carries and
threw for 46 yards. He scored the game's last touchdown
for MSU, Moorhead (1-4, 2-5) midway through the fourth
quarter.
Eddie Acosta rushed for a game-high 184 yards on 33
carries but did not score for the Beavers (4-1, 6-1).
Martinson, who rushed for minus-6 yards scored on a 1yard run early in the first quarter.
MSU, Moorhead's homecoming loss returns the
Battleaxe trophy to Bemidji State. The two teams have battled for the trophy every year since 1948.

Golden Bears 37, Wildcats 34
Brian Hanson/WINONAN

Winona State University's Kristina Altepeter (8) spikes the ball past
Minnesota State University, Mankato's Sarah DeMars Thursday at McCown
Gymnasium. Altepeter finished with eight kills in the match, but the Warriors
dropped the nonconference match to the Mavericks 7-15, 15-3, 15-6, 15-10.

team has been playing really steady this
season."
The Maverick's roster is made up of
three sophomores and eight freshmen.
Freshmen Jen Jacobs accumulated 21
kills and 15 digs for the Mavericks and
Nicole Rose added 12 digs. Jennifer
Blendermenn registered 42 assists for the
Mavericks.
"Our team plays quick and does really
well with serving and passing," said Tully.

If you are
team and
published
editor

"We are very good at taking our opponent
out of the game."
Despite the loss, there was a shining
moment on the floor of McCown
Gymnasium. With her 39 assists, Melissa
Steinberg moved to second-place on
WSU's all-time career assist leader board.
"Melissa Steinberg was definitely a
standout player tonight," said Fisher. "She
has been a mainstay on this team for the
last three years. She is a real hard worker."

University club
ave your results
, contact sports
at 457-5520.

ST. PAUL — David Gottschalk's third field goal set- a
school record for most field goals in a game as ConcordiaSt. Paul beat Wayne State College.
Wayne State (0-6, 0-7) remains winless this season,
while Concordia-St. Paul (4-1, 6-1) is having its winningest
season since 1982. With the victory, the Golden Bears move
into a tie for first place in the NSIC.
Mike Allen threw three touchdown passes for
Concordia-St. Paul, including a 50-yard pass to Nick
Johnson early in the first quarter.
Wayne State rallied late in the fourth quarter with a
Justin Burhoop's 65-yard pass to Damon Ruffin.
Danille Chambliss ran a blocked punt 15 yards for a
touchdown with 1:08 remaining in the game.

Golden Eagles 60, Cougars 14
CROOKSTON, Minn. — Billings Frazier rushed for 160
yards and three touchdowns as the University of
Minnesota-Crookston beat UM-Morris.
UM-Crookston (3-2, 4-3) rushed for a total of 366 yards
while holding the Cougars to 51 yards.
UM-Morris has not won a game this season.
Chris Wengert led Morris (0-5, 0-7) with 81 yards and a
touchdown on five receptions.
The Golden Eagles' Neil Austin returned a interception
28 yards for a touchdown. Nick Kornder and Phil Hatcher
combined with Austin for 39 total yards gained on interceptions.
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SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

800–Surfs UD
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Talk to us about opportunities in public
health at Career Fair 2000.
We offer the following degrees:

The Student finswer Center would like to thank eueryone who
helped make our Open House a huge success. fill door prize
winners please stop by and claim your prize if you hauen't done
so already.
We would like to thank the following businesses for
their support:
Prime Steak and Cake
Shorty's
Uideo Uision
Beier's
Jefferson's
Happy Chef
Winona Bowl
Perkin's
Cedar Ualley Golf Course face the music
Taco John's

Bub's
Blue Heron
Chucker's
Chula Uista
GQ

• Biostatistics - MPH, MS, PhD
• Environmental Health - MPH, MS, PhD
• Clinical Research - MS
• Community Health Education - MPH
• Epidemiology - MPH, PhD
• Maternal & Child Health - MPH
• Public Health Administration - MPH
• Public Health Nutrition - MPH
• Health Services Research, Policy & Administration - MS, PhD
• Also dual degree programs with Law, Medicine, Business,
Nursing, Public Affairs, and Social Work.
Include this ad with your application packet to receive
a 50% reduction in the application fee for fall 2001.
Join us at upcoming visits:
Information Sessions: November 2" and 8"
Open Houses on November 6" and 17"
For more information, contact us at:

1.800.774.8636
sph-sscPtc.umn.edu

http://www.sph.umn.edu/
The University of Minnesota is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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Warriors edge
nationally ranked
MSU, Mankato 2-1
Jason Schulte
WINONAN

The
Minnesota
State
University, Mankato soccer
team came into Wednesday's
game against Winona State
University ranked as the No.
12 team in the National
Soccer Coaches Association
of America Division II
national poll and No. 2 team
in the central regional poll.
But rankings meant nothing
to WSU as it defeated MSU,
Mankato 2-1 in a nonconference game at Maxwell Field.
"Our defense has worked
together since the beginning
of the season and we finally
put something almost complety together," said WSU coach
Ali Omar. "I'm always looking for something better, and
I'm not going to ask for anything less than that."
The only blemish for the
Warriors came with 36 seconds left in the game as
Maverick Amanda Burrows
scored a goal off a corner kick
with the assist credited to

Jen Pfenning.
"We should've had the shut
out," siad Omar. "The whole
team played great defense."
Susan Peterson started out
the Winona State scoring eight
minutes into the game as she
scored off a corner kick by
Stacey Jacobs.
"We didn't come out ready
to play," said Mankato coach
Chris Miskec. "Winona was
more obviously prepared.
Frustration is a good, word to
describe our effort."
Minelle LaPolice out ran
the Maverick defenders and
beat goal keeper Allison
Vrooman for a 2-0 Warrior
lead at the 23:12 mark left in
the first half.
"We wanted to come out
and play strong and not give
Winona any . confidence,"
Miskec explained. "They
completely ignored what I
said."
The chances for MSU, M to
come back against the Warrior
defense were very few as
Mankato only had 13 shots on
goal the entire game.

McPherson
Continued from Page 9
football team.
Quite a few drunks also were scattered about. I had one next to
me that spent, this is not an exaggeration, six full minutes of the
football game, including timeouts, screaming, "g00000 Moss...
g0000 Moss." It had to be some sort of record. It got so normal
after a while I stopped hearing it.
At about the third quarter it was time for a restroom break. I
held off long enough to get past half time thinking most people
would be gone by then and I could just breeze in and out.
Apparently most guys there had the same idea. It took so long I
didn't think I was going to make it after a while, but I did.
Before I knew it the game was over and the Vikings escaped
with a victory. It was time to experience one of my favorite parts
of going to games — leaving.
Because the dome is held up largely by air pressure, and most
of the 65,000 fans leave at the same time, a huge rush of air pours
out of the doors after the game. I glanced over at my friend as he
was making flapping gestures on the way out and before we I knew
it I was pushed into the night air.
It was another long walk into oncoming traffic before I made it
back to my car just in time to sit in traffic for another hour.
All of these experiences were the same that day as they had
been when I was a kid going to games with my father. I think it is
time for people to stop envying other cities and their new facitilities and start appreciating what we have right here in Minnesota: a
deafening wind tunnel made up of dull colors and crowded bathrooms. What else could you possibly want?
Mark McPherson is a sports columnist for the Winonan and can
be reached via e-mail at markemcpherson@homail.com .

Scott naridsoniwiNoNAN
Winona State University back Jillian Hansen (21) ducks around Minnesota State University, Mankato midfielder
Marie Engelhart (9) during Wednesday's nonconference game at Maxwell Field. The Warriors defeated the
Maverick's 2-1 in a battle of ranked teams in the central region.

Mourning to miss season
Associated Press

where he discussed his ailment
publicly for the first time
MIAMI —Alonzo Mourning, Monday. "The main objective is
one of the league's top centers to get me healthy so I can live my
and the key player in the Miami life normally, so I can see my
Heat's quest for an NBA title, babies grow up, and so I can
will sit out this season to undergo enjoy my family.
treatment for a kidney ailment.
"And at the same time, possiDoctors treating Mourning bly do the things that I know and
said Monday that the illness that love — and that's the game of
had sidelined him indefinitely basketball. But the key right now
was focal glomerulosclerosis, is to get me healthy."
which leads to kidney failure in
Mourning, 30, along with the
more than half the cases.
rest of the Heat were widely
They said there were no regarded as the favorites in the
immediate plans for a kidney Eastern Conference. Without
transplant or dialysis. Mourning, the outlook would
"I feel great right now. We've change drastically.
Mourning finished third in
pretty much got a hold on it, the
whole situation right now," said voting for the NBA's Most
Mourning at a news conference Valuable Player last season.

Mustangs 21, Warriors 16
Second quarter
WSU—Ryan Walch 3 run (Steve Opgenorth kick), 12:20
SSU—Ken Sather 57 pass from Tyler Engquist (Nate Krull kick), 1:41

Third quarter
WSU—Opgenorth 25 FG, 10:41
SSU—Aaron Strommer 7 pass from Engquist (Krull kick), 3:39
SSU—Sather 33 run (Krull kick), :38.

Fourth quarter
WSU—Jeff Dobbertin 44 pass from Andy Nett (pass failed), 9:24.
Individual stastics
RUSHING: Winona State—Walch 18-89, Khamratthanome 1-45, Curtin
7-39, Jepsen 5-37, Lilla 1-5, Wing 1-4, Nett l0-(-l6); SSU—Sather 18-76,
Schleusner 7-41, Jennings 6-22, Engquist 6-(-15).
PASSING: Winona State—Nett 16-33-2-190; SSU—Engquist 12-19-3(83, Fagnan 1-0-0-0.

RECEIVING: Winona State—Dobbcrtin 6-70, Curtin 5-5 I , Lilla 3-56,
Vazquez 1-10, Hartung 1-3; SSU—Linden 4-63, Sather 3-73, Strommer 3-

32, Parker 1-8, Jennings 1-7.

MISSED FIELD GOALS: Winona State—Opgenorth 2 (30, 34), SSUnone.

NEWS FROM AROUND THE CONFERENCE

NSIC television
show returns
MINNEAPOLIS — The
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference returned to the
television airwaves on
Midwest Sports Channel on
Thursday, marking the second consecutive year that the
league has promoted itself
via television productions.
Once again this year, the
half-hour "Northern Sun
Showcase" includes special
feature stories, interviews
with coaches, athletes,
administrators and alumni,
highlights of game/match
action, previews of upcoming contests and a leaguesummary.
Mike Woodley, former
CBS Radio announcer and
current Minnesota television
and radio sports broadcaster,
and Anthony LaPanta, currently the director of media
relations for the St. Paul
Saints Baseball Club, serve
as hosts for the show.

NORTHERN SUN
SHOWCASE AIR TIMES
Show 2: Wednesday Nov. 1 (6 p.m.)
Show 3: Tuesday Nov. 21 (6:30 p.m.)
Show 4: Thursday Dec. 21 (6:30 p.m.)
Show 5: Thursday Jan. 25 (6:30 p.m.)

Show 6: Thursday Feb. 2 (6:30 p.m.)
Show 7: Thursday March 15 (6:30 p.m.)
Show 8: Thursday April 12 (6:30 p.m.)

Morgan, Von Behren earn
player of the week honors

MOORHEAD, Minn. —
Northern State University
running back Tyrone Morgan
and Southwest State
University linebacker Nate
Von Behren were named the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference offensive and
defensive players of the
week.
Morgan, a 5-foot-8 senior,
gained 147 yards and scored
two touchdowns on 27 carries in the Wolves' 49-26 win
over the University of
Minnesota-Duluth.
Von Behren, 6-foot-0
senior, had 13 tackles,
including nine solo stops, in
the Mustangs 21-16 victory
over Winona State.

GPaikaatiRd IR DecentbeP
Here is your opportunity to work at Mayo Clinic for the
summer. Summer III is a paid, supervised hospital work
experience at Saint Marys and Rochester Methodist Hospital.
You are eligible for Summer III after your junior year of a fouryear baccalaureate nursing program. It indudes direct patient
care experience In the inpatient or ambulatory care setting.
Mayo Nursing was awarded the Magnet Hospital Recognition

WaRt to Speak at d our
contuteRcenteRt?

Status for Excellence in Nursing Service by the American
Nurses Credentialing Center.

Pick up an application in the Student Senate Office.
Mayo Clinic & Hospitals

-

Summer III Program

Human Resources, 200 1st Street SW, OE-4
Rochester, MN

55905, ph 800-562-7984
fax 507-266-3167, e-mail careers@mayo.edu

Applications due October 20th

Application Deadline: January 15, 2001

Have questions call Jason
454-0762
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Bookstore should stay
Pornography, obscenity not interchangeable

A

Jennifer Selby — Managing editor
(507) 457-5119
Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Club thanks candidates
Dear Editor,

for sharing some materials. One
of the purposes of our club is to
develop political skills and
leadership abilities • as
preparation for future service
with the community. The
homecoming parade is clearly a
student event, and I thank Dr.
Seppanen and Sen. Kierlin for
joining us in this campus-cornmunity building activity.

s many know, quite a
It was great to have our two
controversy has risen in
local legislative candidates,
Winona over the
Linda Seppanen and Sen. Bob
Downtown Book and Video
Kierlin, accept our invitation
store. Many members of the
and be part of our WSU
community have shared their
College Republican unit in the
feelings and opinions publicly
WSU homecoming parade last
about pornography and the
Saturday. We are fortunate to
bookstore's presence. I believe
have such able leaders and to
the bookstore shouldn't have to
Brad Delger,
have them working with us as
under
the
U.S.
deal with this harassment, and I speech
college students in the political
Chairman of Winona
support its continuation as it is. Constitution; therefore, the city
process. We appreciate the
State University College
But I nonetheless want to look can't place unreasonable Winona County Republicans
Republicans
restrictions on it, even if some
at both sides of this issue.
The
Winona
County members in the community r
Planning Commission recently aren't fond of Downtown Book
passed a zoning ordinance for and Video. The draft of the ordiall adult use establishments, nance said, "It is not the intent
also known as sexually oriented nor effect of this ordinance to
businesses, particularly the restrict or deny access by adults
adult book and video store. The to sexually oriented materials
"Hey, Relax. I'm just looking for directions."
L
ordinance permits adult use protected by the First
establishments if they meet cer- Amendment, or to deny access
tain requirements. In one of by the distributors and
these requirements, an estab- exhibitors of sexually oriented
lishment must be a minimum of entertainment to their intended
600 feet from any residential market."
In staying true to the First
zoning district boundary,
school, place of worship or Amendment, the ordinance
adjacent municipal boundary. can't shut down or ban the
The distance of 600 feet is mea- material in the bookstore, but
sured by a straight line between can control the time, place and
the building or structure con- manner of expression, which is
taining the adult use establish- allowed under the First
ment to the property line of the Amendment. This is what the
nearest school, place of wor- ordinance aims to accomplish.
ship, etc. Any current adult
Despite being disliked by
establishment defined by the some individuals, the bookordinance draft and not meeting store, according to Chad
the requirements is permitted to Fiksdal, manager of Downtown
continue for two years unless Book and Video, has many indisooner terminated for any rea- viduals who frequent the bookson. In other words, the book- store, making business good.
store has two years before it has
Individuals like Larry Price,
to move.
who believe the bookstore to be
The issues that have been offensive or obscene, are cerbrought up in connection with tainly entitled to believe so but
the adult book and video store should not seek to do away with
have included the idea of or censor such a business, thus
obscenity. But what is obsceni- infringing on others' rights to
ty, and doesn't its definition dif- visit it and perhaps purchase
fer from one individual to the such material. After all, mature
next?
adults should be able to make
According to Larry Price, a their own decisions freely.
Winona civil lawyer and direcAnyone who visits this store, or
tor of the tribunal for the
any other store for that matter,
Diocese of Winona, the answer
makes the free decision to do
is no. He claimed in a Winona
MISSY TEFL, online editor: When I hit the
S O.
Daily News editorial that the
highly-overstressed
point, I head to the
It is only right that we should
Minnesota Statute 617.241 prokitchen.
I'll
pick
a
complicated
recipe
be looking out for the best intervides an ironclad definition,
and see what I can make. Even if it
est of our children and the curbmodeled after principles laid
ing the negative effects these
doesn't turn out perfect, it gives me a
down by the U.S. Supreme
establishments might have on
sense
of successfully accomplishing
Court of what is obscene. The
them,
but
are
there
negative
something,
and my friends and I get to
statute states that it is a crime
effects?
No
one
is
luring
chileat
the
results.
for any person to exhibit, sell,
print, offer to sell, give away, dren into this particular estabcirculate, publish, distribute or lishment, and there are no disIn a continuing effort to meet ■ JENNIFER SELBY, managing
■ MIKE KAEBISCH, sports editor
attempt to distribute obscene plays of any sort on the outside.
your
information
and
entertaingo
anywhere
quiet,
editor:
complain relentlessly, just kick
material. He goes on to say that One must be at least 18 years
ment
needs,
the
editorial
board
old
to
enter,
which
has
always
especially
outdoors
pornography is offensive not
back and relax or play video
members and advertising
only as stated by the group been enforced when I have visgames
managers will provide readers ■ BILL RADDE, news editor watch
STOP (Standing Together to ited the store by identification
checks
upon
entering
the
estabOppose Pornography) but also
with local attractions, events,
cartoons
■ JACKIE KUELMANN, advertising
by the U.S. Supreme Court and lishment.
places and information sources
I think the effects of televithe Minnesota Legislature. I
manager eat Doritos
to explore.
think this is a rather weak and sion, magazines and other
■ LAUREN OSBORNE, feature
altogether unbelievable argu- media are much more damaging
editor swing at a playground
■ ANIKA SELVAAG, assistant adverment. Again, obscenity and to a child than the bookstore
what is considered offensive is downtown. The sexual images
tising manager get lost in a crequite vague, and most individu- and violence presented through
■ LISA SANDERS, photo editor cry
ative project like making hemp
als' opinions of these terms dif- television, movies and music
necklaces
are a bigger concern to address
fer from one another.
In saying this, the terms than the effects of an adult
"obscenity" and "pornography" bookstore.
Julie Hawker can be reached
shouldn't be used interchangeably, because they aren't the via campus e-mail at
same. Pornography is protected jhakwer7825.
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This week:
Stress relievers

We invite readers and Winonan staff members to
share their opinions in these columns. The opinions
expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State College and
University system, Winona State University, its faculty,
staff or student body. Any questions or comments should
be directed to the Winonan publication board, managing
editor, editorial staff or submitted as letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor must be received by the Friday
preceding our Wednesday publication dates and include
your full name, major, year in school and telephone
number to be published. Letters from faculty members
must include full name, title or department and phone
number. Letters from community members must include .
full name and phone number.
Letters
may
be
sent
via
e-mail
to
Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu with "letter to editor"
as the subject line. They can also be faxed to 453-5317
or delivered to the Winonan office in Kryzsko
Commons.
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